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SUMMARY

A. Overview

In this report, strategies and mechanisms for educational eval-

uation are presented. The point of reference for evaluation discussed

here is the Division of Planning, Research and Evaluation. The primary

assumption is that there is a need for a centralized evaluation cap-

ability, and that this capability cculd provide useful services even to

decentralized or locally controlled school districts.

The greatest service an evaluation function in a public insti-

tution can perform in the long run is to make information available. At

present in the D.C. Public Schools there is an enormous amount of infor-

mation in the form of records, reports, computer printouts and so on.

For purposes of evaluation, however, many existing data are functionally

non-existant. They must be assembled by laborious searches of records

and analyzed in elementary ways owing to a lack of machinery for proces-

sing and analyzing evaluative data.

Since programs are what a school system offers its students,

the focus of evaluation should be programs, and the measures of effec-



tiveness of programs the extent to which they benefit the system's

constituents i.e., students. But programs do not exist without a con-

text. They are means by which the educational system carries out its

mission, the vehicles for accomplishing objectives. An important pre-

requisite, then, for evaluating programs, is a statement of the objectives

of the educational system - a statement of the results that programs are

intended to achieve, and criteria for measuring accomplishment of them.

A set of system objectives is suggested. They are broad cate-

gories of conditions to which different policies, procedures and programs

may be addressed. The categories of objectives serve as a framework for

analyzing the multitude of programs initiated by the school system, and

as references for evaluation of programs in the short run as well as in

the long run. Means of achieving major system objectives are not stated

or recommended, as this is not within the scope of evaluation. Deter-

mining means or approaches is part of the planning function, and because

of this there needs to be a close linkage between planning and evalu-

ation if evaluation is to serve a practical or constructive purpose.

A function of evaluation at the system level should be to provide contin-

uous or periodic feedback to planners and decision-makers on the extent

to which various programs, arrangements or approaches seems to be con-

tributing to the accomplishment of system objectives, and to provide recom-

mendations for improvements or changes as part of the feedback.

Statements of objectives lead to determinations of criteria,

the standards by which accomplishment of objectives may be measured.

Criteria for each major category of objective are suggested. Once

criteria are established, the requirements for measurement and data can

be defined, and from these definitions mechanisms or system for data

5
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collection, analysis, and reporting can be established.

Major objectives of the school system, no matter how defined,

are concerned with the educational achievement and development of students,

and with the policies, processes and programs that help define and bring

about such achievement. In order to assist in focussing on how programs

and processes are in fact contributing to educational development of

students wider varying conditions, information that relates students to

programs is needed. The information required should enable analysis to

be made of the comparative effects of different types of educational

inputs (programs, services, etc.) with students of different educational

needs. To handle the accumulation, storage, processing and analysis of

such information, an evaluation data base is proposed. The data base is

intended to maintain an historical record of students as they proceed

through the educational system. It is not intended to be a general

management information system, or pupil or program accounting system.

It is a tool for evaluation of program effects on a gross level. The

data base, which would contain data collected periodically, would be

supplemented by special field studies aimed at more extensive measurement

and description of educational process variables and conditions of

instruction. The data base would also provide a means of identifying

groups participating in special projects or programs (e.g., Title III

projects) for followup studies of the long-term effects of such projects.

Measures of the functions of programs are obtainable partly

from performance measures to be stored in the data base, and partly from

analyses of the relationships of special or innovative projects to system

objectives and operations.
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B. Proposed Functions of the Planning, Research and Evaluation Division'

The Planning, Research and Evaluation Divison should work with

other divisions and departments, and with other groups in the school

system and community, to establish definitions, measures, criteria and

planning goals for programs in relation to system objectives.

The Division should be responsible for assuring that the impacts

of special projects and programs are projected, and that changes in pro-

jections owing to changes in programs or other conditions are made and

disseminated appropriately.

The Division should be responsible for maintaining a record of

all special and experimental projects and programs in the system and for

assisting in the planning and/or implementation of evaluation of them.

It should help to assure compatability of measures and instrumentation,

and to assure that appropriate evaluative information is available for

further, system planning and decision-making at all levels.

The Division should start the development of student-staff-

program-school data system that will enable both short term and longitu-

dinal evaluations of programs and their benefits to students. The

Division must be able to coordinate with other departments and groups in

and out of the educational system in identifying programs to be evaluated,

criteria to be employed, and instruments to be used. It must be able to

incorporate a variety of information in the data base, perform a number

of general and special analyses, and report independently its findings

and recommendations. The data base that is developed must be capable of

1. The official title of the Division is still the Division of
Planning, Innovation and Research. However, it is referred to through-
out the report as the Division of Planning, Research and Evaluation, at
the request of the Acting Division Head, Dr. Mildred P. Cooper, to be
consistent with the emerging functions and organization of the division.



maintaining information on students and staff over an extended period

of time, and must be capable of changing the content of data to be stored

and analyzed as conditions warrant.

The Division should work with teachers, students, administrators

and others to develop means of collecting information from the field that

will be useful immediately to teachers and others, and that will help

define ranges of and variations in instructional approaches and methods.

Finally, the Division should be responsible for conducting

research studies aimed at improvement of evaluation instrumentation,

procedures, and utility, and of program or project selection, design and

implementation. It should expand its Research Informatic,n Center; it

should work closely with other divisions,departments and committees to

develop studies to test new instrumentation (including educational achieve-

ment tests) and to encourage use of unobtrusive measures of cognitive and

social-emotional development, and to develop additional measures of system

performance.

There should be continuous and substantive involvement of repre-

sentatives of different groups and agencies involved in the planning and

design of research and evaluation studies. The Division must assure that

there is clear agreement and understanding not only among operational and

administrative groups, but also among community representatives and others,

about the roles and responsibilities of the Division's functions vis a Vi5

educational programs.

C. Development of an Evaluation Data System

An evaluation data system is described that will, over time,

enable the school system to examine the effectiveness of different kinds

of educational services and instructional programs with children of



varying needs and backgrounds. The basic requirement of the system is

to maintain a continuous record of students, and their history of enroll-

ment, attendance and exposure to different instructional approaches and

services. The system should also enable measures of achievement to be

correlated with students to permit analyses of the comparative Jfec-

tiveness of programs over tire.

The evaluation data system is not a general management information

system or as a pupil, staff or program accounting system. In its initial

development it would contain only data considered minimally necessary

for purposes of evaluation of program effectiveness. The initial program

identification data to be included emphasize reading instruction, since

that is an area of particular concern in the schools, at this time. A

preliminary version of a form for defining reading programs in terms of

the approaches used in teaching reading at the classroom level has been

developed and included in the report. In addition, identification of

involvement of students and staff in some Federally funded programs not

necessarily concerned with reading instruction will also be included.

The plan proposed calls for pilot testhg of forms, procedures

and data collection in sixteen elementary schools, two junicr high schools

and two senior high schools during the first year. Work on the auto-

mated data system development (file design, programming etc.) would

proceed concurrently. Selected reading programs at selected elementary

grade levels would be evaluated as a means of demonstrating the uses of

the evaluation system on a limited basis. Evaluations of programs at

the secondcry school level would not be attempted during the first year.

Effort at that level would be directed toward defining programs and

data parameters that would be appropriate for evaluation purposes in

vi§



subsequent phases of system development and operation.

rt the end ' the pilot phase, there will be some evaluation

data, development of the computer support system, and information about

the feasibility of extending the data system to include data on additional

programs and services.

The data system would be extended to additional elementary

and secondary schools over a five year period unless early experience

indicates that extension time can be compressed without risk of overload

or loss of quality of data.

It is assumed that the Division of Planning, Research and

Evaluation will have prime responsibility for establishing the require-

ments of the evaluation system, and that it will provide specifications and

support to the Department of Automated Information Systems in developing

computer based components of the system. The Division will also be

responsible for manual collection of data from schools, teachers and

other divisionsduring the pilot phase. Finally, the Division will

determine, in consultation with appropriate groups, the programs to be

evaluated initially and the instruments to be used, and the testing

schedules to be followed.

A minimal evaluation can be made using tests administered early

in the fall of each school year. The tests given, for example, in the

third grade provide evaluative information about the programs given in

the second grade the preceding year. An advantage of testing in the fall

is that data can he returned to teachers in time to help. with their

current classes. For some reading progeams, there must be tests specific

to the program to measure progress. However, it is assumed that at some

point general achievement or performance tests will be employed, regard-

less of specific reading program.

ix
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D. Speciel Innovative or Experimental Projects

The Division of Planning, Research and Evaluation should plan

to use the evaluation data system as a primary facility for assessing

the long term effects of special projects. It should also undertake a

series of analyses aimed at projecting the impact of special projects.

To do this it must be able to obtain a number of elements of information

from program and projert directors elsewhere in the system, and to use

this information to examine the relationship of projects to the overall

objectives of the educational system.

The Division should maintain an up-to-date file on all special

projects and programs in the school system, and should provide technical

assistance and guidelines to programs and projects in the planning and

implementation of evaluations.

Guidelines foe analysis of the relationship of. the Title III

program to the educational system are provided in the report.

E. Further Research Studies

The Division of Planning, Research and Evaluation should under-

take several research tasks. One is to develop plans for obtaining

measures related to system objectives that can not be derived from data

available in the evaluation data system as currently conceived. A

second is to assist in the development and testing of tests specifically

designed for the city's population of students. A third is to develop

unobtrusive or non-reactive measures of the cognitive, social and emotional

development of students. A fourth is to expl:Te varieties of approaches

to observing classrooms to maximize the value of such observations to

teachers in their regular instructional programs, as well as to continue

to develop more specific information about the actual nature of instruc-



tional programs. Other tasks include development of further definitions

and categorizations of instructional programs for inclusion in the eval-

uation data base; and development of means of cross-referencing experi-

mental, innovative or special project characteristics with ERIC codes

and classifications.

1 2
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FOREWORD

This is the final report of a project undertaken with the D.C.

Public Schools under Contract NS 7044. The primary objective was the

design of a comprehensive evaluation system for the Title III Programs

of the D.C. Public Schools. The specific tasks were to:

1. design of a project data bank

2. analyze program functions and identify methods

of measuring them

3. develop a preliminary system of categorizing

objectives of educational programs.

This report provides the conceptual design of a systemwide

data base that incorporates Title III projects. It provides recommen-

dations for evaluating different functions and aspects of projects and

of regular programs et different points in time. And it provides a

preliminary categorization of objectives of the educational system to

which programs may be related.

In order to provide a focus for evaluation of innovative,

Experimental or spacial projects, as well as regular programs, the

functions of a central unit for systemwide evaluation are discussed.

Evaluation, as well as planning and research functions, are inter-

1 3



related, and it is assumed that a single administrative unit could

usefully provide support and services to the overall school system in

*all three areas. The Division of Planning, Innovation and Research is

assumed in this study to be that unit.

The first four chapters of the report give brief statements

about evaluation, problems, and strategies. Chapter V presents some

suggested functions of a centralized planning, research and evaluation

unit. Chapter VI presents suggested categories of system objectives,

and some criteria of performance. Chapter VII discusses a general eval-

uation data base and associated systems. Chapter VIII provides guide-

lines and suggestions for evaluation of innovative projects, including

Title III projects. Chapter IX lists briefly suggested research tasks.

Chapter X provides a general development plan for the evaluation data

system, geared initially to concentrate on reading programs.

Appendices provide additional technical, support and backvound

material, as well as a list of references found particularly useful for

this study.

* The Division is called the Division of Planning, Research
and Evaluation throughout the report at the suggestion of the Acting
Division Heal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This is a final report of a project to develop evaluation

strategies for the D.C. Public School system. Tne original focus of the

project was to develop a plan for the evaluation of the Title III pro-

gram of the District of Columbia. The focus was broadened to the dEvel-

opment of an overall strategy for the evaluation of educational programs

of the entire school system. There is strong justification for such an

extension, since there would be little rational basis for evaluating the

Title III program (projects and administrative apparatus) in isolation

from the needs and objectives of the education system of which the pro-

gram is a component. To do so is to encourage precisely the kind of

subsystem optimization (i.e., fractionation) that plagues educational

planning and operations everywhere. The Title III program should have

a coherent relationship to the: total system. Furthermore, evaluations,

not only of the Title III program, but of other special and regular

programs in the system should have a coherent relationship to each other.

Thus, at the request of the Acting Associate Superindendent

for Planning, Innovation and Research, tie initial focus was broadened.

This report describes a framework and recommended approaches for system-

wide educational evaluation of regular programs and of special programs

and projects, including Title III projects.

1
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II. SOME BASIC PREMISES

The issue of evaluation is not whether it is done or not. The

issue is how, by chat rules of evidence, and according to whose criteria.

That is, the fact that a program starts means Oat someone has made a

projective evaluation. The fact that it continues means that some kind

of process evaluation has been made. The fact that it is terminated,

continued, extended or modified means that some kind of product evaluation

has been made.

The implications of these remarks are that there are different

forms of evaluation, applicable at different times and to different ends

or decisions. Evaluation requires design just as much as does instruc-

tion. The design may be explicit or implicit, simple or complex, narrow

or broad, pertinent or irre event, systematic or haphazard, public or

private, brief or extended, or intermediate degrees of any or all of these

and other dimensions.

There are three basic premises unlerlying the strategies suggest-

ed in this report. The first premise 'is that an evaluation function in

the public school system entails a machinery, organization and set of

processes that involves design, development, operations and assessment

like any other major educational function.

18
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The second premise is that an evaluation system should be evo-

lutionary both in the short run and in the long run. It can not meet

all evaluation needs immediately, and it must be capable of changing

(expanding, modifying, incorporating new data,etc.) after it is fully

developed and implemented. Education itself is a continuous,evolving

cyclical process. Evaluation, as a support function, should be similarly

conceived.

The third and last basic premise o? the strategies proposed

here is that evaluation is a function quite separate from program de-

sign and decision-making. It is not up to the evaluator to decide what

programs or approaches or curricula, etc., should be implemented. The

functions of evaluation should be to help illuminate the nature of al-

ternatives, to clarify what is happening or being done, and to provide

information for decision-making about further courses of action.

19
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III. SOME PROBLEMS WITH EVALUATION IN THE D.C.

PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM AT PRESENT

The following is a list of what appear to be some of the reasons

why evaluation of programs and projects in the public school system is

for the most part limited in scope and utilization at present. These

and other problems underlie the strategies proposed.

1. Lack of regular budget funding to support:

a. Fufficient evaluation staff

b. adequate machinery for handling evaluation data (col-

lection, storage, retrieval , analysis, interpretation, etc.)

c. systems for providing adequate and timely feedback of

useful evaluation ioformation to teachers, principals,

supervisors, specialists, parents, community, admin-

istration and other interested parties.

2. Lack of clear roles and responsibilities for evaluation in

system programs and processes.

3. Mobility of students.

4. Multiplicity of programs and the technical and methodological

problems posed by that condition.



5. Lack of an organizing .ramework of objectives and goals for

the D.C. Pubiic School system; i.e., lack of focus stated

in measurable terms.

6. Lack of focus for evaluation (objectives, priorities,roles,

etc.).

7. Widespread suspicion, controversy and concern about the

appropriateness, reliability, validity and use of tests

and test scores.

8. Legal and/or contractual restrictions on data ,ollection.

9. Nagative attitudes and beliefs about evaluation - its roles,

forms, time characteristics, strengths and limitations - and

about factors affecting it, etc.

21
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IV. EVALUATION STRATEGIESA BRIEF ANALYSIS

AND PROPOSED STEPS

Educational evaluation has increasingly come under severe

criticism on a number of grounds) These include lack of timeliness of

results of evaluations; lack of usefulness of results for improvement

of programs; lack of relevance or sensitivity of results to significant

educational issues, problems and conditions; lack of generality of re-

sults; lack of appropriate evaluation designs, and so on.2

Tyler3 has noted the multiple functions and levels of educa-

tional assessment. Stuffleoeam4 has noted the need to relate evaluation

to decision-makiq processes in four major decision situations: planning,

programming, implementation and recycling. This merger of evaluation

1. E.g., see Egon G. alba, "The Failure of Educational Eval-
uation," Educational Technology, (May, 1969), pp. 29-38.

2. Cf. chapters by Robert E. Stake and by Daniel L. St"fflebeam
in Walcott H. Beatty (ed.), Improving Educational Assessment and An Inven-
tory of Measures of Affective Behavior, 14ashington, D.C.: Association or
Supervision and Curriculum Development, NEA, 1969. See also Appendix E for
a list of additional references which influenced this section as well as
other parts of the report.

W. Tyler.
3. Ibid., "Language, Rationality and Assessment," by Ralph

4. Ibid., "Evaluation as Enlightenment for Decision-Making,"
by Daniel L. StufT5Team.

6



with other major components of administration and management has been

an increasing focus of many evaluation system designs.

Economically oriented evaluations have long sought relationships

between cost-related variables and pupil performance. Regression analyses

have been made of any number of independent variables (school character-

istics, environmental characteristics, teacher characteristics, etc.)

with any number of measures of perlormance.

Thera have been well-controlled evaluations of major programs.

There have been countless studies and evaluations by distinguished panels

and task forces. The Institute of Administrative Research at Columbia

University has an instrument and system for evaluating a whole school by

observation and ratings on a number of dimensions. Even a casual survey

of past and present practices will convince one that there arcs innumerable

evaluation methoos. A somewhat more penetrating readinp of the thc.ights,

concepts and strategies of leading evaluation theoreticians will convince

one that educational evaluation is a multi-dimensional affair, fraught

with pitfalls, and only gradLally emerging as a coherent technology. And

a hard look at the school system itself will convince one that any eval-

uation strategy conceivable (and feasible within the limits of imaginable

resources) will be selective and evolutionary. No strategy and its imple-

mentation, can, at one time, completely encompass the multiplicity of

events, activities, contexts, programs, conditions, questions of interest,

etc.

There are a number of strategies possible. Ore would be to

develop a cadre of evaluators in the school system whose functions would

be to visit and evaluate schools, programs and :sjects during the year,

237
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and to examine system organizations and functions to assess their beariog

on the development, Implementation and improvement of programs. They

would observe on a broader scope than supervisors, for example, and would

be similar in function to trouble-shooting and quality control operations.

A variant of this approach is to have periodic studies made by outside

agencies. The general strategy may be thought of as the "watch-dog"

approach in that it aims at maintaining standards and identifying problems

(and strengths) on a broad scale.

Another strategy is to design and conduct significant large-scale

experiments involving sufficient numbers of schools, staff and students

to permit tests of specific hypotheses over a wide range of variables and

conditions. A form of this strategy has been employed by the national

Head Start program for the past several years. A variant of it, with more

rigorous experimental control, was conducted in Denver with respect to

early reading experience.5 rp theory the Model School Division could

support this strategy; although it does not now and has not in the past,

since it is inconsistent with the philosoi.hy of the Division. The aim

of this strategy is to maximize the range and variance of pertinent

variables, the naturalness of the "experimental" settings, and thus the

generality of results.

There are many other strategies that might be considered. The

fundament,1 issue, as Stufflebeam has said is the conceptual basis of

cvaluation.5 The position taken in this study is that evaluatio;t has

5. Paul McKee and Joseph E. Brzeinski, Effectiveness of Teach-
ing Reading in Kindergarten, Cooperative Research Project No. 5037
(Denver: Denver Public 5iTools, Colorado State Department of Education,
1966).

6. Ibid., p. 45.

q
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many roles, fonds and levels of application. It always has to do with

decision-making. It is subject to design and performance specification

like any other function. It thus Involves systems tivit are or can be

uesigned to meet a set of rec,uirements.

The following are suggested as minimum requirements of evaluation

in an educational system:

1. it must relate to the objectives and goals of the educational

system however the system is organized and configured

2. it must be capable of organizing and integrating information

from a number of levels of the system

3. it must be capable of distinguishing accurately and reliably

among varying educationally relevant programs and conditions

4. it should not impose undue constraints on the system and

its programs

5. it should serve to facilitate change and improvement, not

to impose or contribute to inertia or resistance to desirable

change

6. it must be caoable of incorporating changing measures and

input variables

7. it must be capable of providing short-term measures of

performance as well as long-term, cumulative measgres

3. it must be timely and informative to a wide variety of

audiences

9. it must be sensitive and responsive to the concerns and

interests of many pa.ticipAnts and audiences

10. it must contribute substantively and coutinuously to focusing

on instruction and its processes for each individual student

In the D.C. Public School system, the Planning Research and

Evaluation Division can provide evaluation systems that meet these

requirements by developing a multi-dimensional set of capabilities and

9
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and machinery for conducting, coordinating and integrating a variety of

evaluation activities. The capabilities and machinery needed include

staff, procedures, facilities for data collection, storage, analysis and

reporting, and development plans. The Division must be able to work with

all other divisions in the school system and with groups and agencies in and

outside the school system, to establish definitions, criteria, measures,

priorities, procedures, and feeiback arrangements.

The primary facility that must be developed is an adequate data

base to serve evaluation needs tnroughout the system.7 While there are

appropriate evaluation and asseasment activities of specific types that

can, do, and should go on at the local levels, there are evaluation ser-

vices that are appropriate or feasible only at aggregate levels. There

are comparisons and ranges of conditions that cannot feasibly be made or

observed at the individual school building level, although they bear on

the individual school and its programs. Even with decentralized admin-

istrative units there would be a value in hiving comparative evaluative

information that cuts across units.

If the ultimate goal of the educational system is to assure that

each student has the skills and abilities to maximize his opportunities

for success and satisfaction in a competitive, increasingly technological

world, it is a reasonable hypothesis that the educational system must have

tne ability and machinery to focus at all levels on the individual as well

as on groups in relation to educational processes and programs. This

ability applies to evaluation just as it does to planning, design, devel-

opment, and implerentation in areas concerning, curriculum, staff and

facilities. It is suggested here that the evaluation function have,as

needs.
7. Of course the data base can also serve a number of research
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its first priority, provision for a continuous commentary on and clarifi-

catioi of the question: What aspects of what programs are working better

with what students under what conditions? This question speaks to the

assessment of on-going Frograms, projects and procedures, and to the clari-

fication 0 alternatives.

The question posed is a massive question, embodying potentially

infinite lumbers of variables and combinations of variables. There are

not only technical issues of measurement and observation involved. There

are also real issues of people, experiences, processes, needs and values,

and administrative issues of timeliness and cost.

No evaluation strategy can hope to answer all questions deriving

from the one stated above. Sere questions can only be answered over an

extended period of time. For these qt,cstions there must be the capability

of defining, cumulating and retrieviAg data for longitudinal analyses.

Some questions can only be answered kith a limited measure of precision

and permanence. For these the evaluation function must have the capability

of defining limitations. Some questions can ouiL be answered to the

exclusion of others, given limitations of resources !nd other consieer-

ations. For these the evaluation function must establish priorities

or must have: priorities assigned to it. Some questions wil'

become unimportant or irrelevant as conditions, issues and programs change,

while others in turn will emerge. For these the evaluation function must

have the ability to modify, delete or expand '.ts information and processes.

Some questions can be answered only with development of suitable instru-

ments, techniques and processes. For these the evaluation function must

be able to project its requirements and incorporate the tools :'d arrange-

ments when they become available. Sorry questions can probably never be

11
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answered, and for these the evaluation function must be able to clarify

why, and to offer constructive alternatives.

Overall the evaluation function should bo an instrument for

supporting constructive dialogue about educational issues, facilitating

change, improving effectiveness of educational programs and services,

and for promoting increased awareness of educational processes, problems,

choices and goals.

The major immediate steps proposed for the Planning, Research

and Evaluation Division to develop these capabilites in an orderly fashion

are:

1. establish arrangements for receivin. direction and inputs

concerning major objectives and goals of the educational

system and the programs for achieving them, as these will

provide the basis for determining specific measures and data

requirements over time

2. establish yid test an evaluation data system in a limited

number of schools and plan for extension to other schools

in a manner that provides for development of necessary

skills procedures, responsibilities, commitments and capa-

bilities as the system expands

3. explore and test procedures and techniques for obtaining,

incorporating and utilizing educational process information

concurrently with the data system

4. expand the facility for coordinating, organizing, analyzing

and disseminating evaluation information about innovative,

experimental and special programs and projects in and out-

side the system

12



5. establish priorities for development and testing of new

measures, instruments and procedures for evaluation in

relation to system and program objectives and processes
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V. SUGGESTED FUNCTIONS OF THE PLANNING,

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION DIVISION

The Planning, Research and Evaluation Division could perform a

number of functions in support of various programs and of the school sys-

tem as a whole if it had sufficient personnel, capabilities and a set

of clearly defined responsibilities and relationships within the system.

In the area of evaluation it could serve as a focal point for

information about evaluation throughout the system. could provide

administrators, program directors and others with information about what

evaluations are being conducted, about instruments and measures and tech-

niques ben used both within the system and elsewhere, and about data

available for designing samples. It could provide technical assistance

to other departments and divisions in developing evaluation plans for

various programs and projects. It could provide a facility for conducting

longitudinal and follow-up studies. It could help to stimulate consistency

or compatibility of various evaluations by providing an organizing frame-

work, and by making available statements of evaluation needs, in relation

to system goels and objectives. It could thus help to establish priorities

for evaluation information. It could establish standards and guidelines

for evaluation of programs and projects. It could be responsible for
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integrating data from various sources in and cqt of the school system

that bear on evaluation of system functions and programs. It could

serve as a source of information to outside agencies doing evaluation in

or for the school system. It could serve as the coordinating agency for

studies aimed at measuring effectiveness of combinations of programs and

procedures in achieving system goals.

In the area of research, the Division could provide up-to-date

informati2n about research projects and findings elsewhere in the educa-

tional community. Indeed, the Division has already started a research

information center that supports this function. It could conduct contin-

uing researcn and evaluation studies and analyses of programs throughout

the system that would be difficult for the various operating departments

to conduct themselves.
1

It could help define measures and devise instruments for con-

tinuing measurement of effectiveness of programs and processes. It could

develop backgrouid information related to educational issues, plans, and

proposals of the overall sys'..em. It could continue to expand the linkages

with elated federal, regional and state agencies and organizations con-

cerned with educational research and evaluation.

A planning function could provide assistance to other departments

and administrative units throughout the system in prcgram planning and bud-

getin9. The Diviscn has been performing this function to a limited

extent. It could project the expected impacts of various programs and

1. One distinction between research and evaluation as major
functions is that evaluation is generally concerned with questions of
how much, how well, and to what extent, whereas research is generally
concerned with questions of why and within what limits. This is an
admittedly narrow distinction, and in actice there is substantial over-
lap both in the objectives and methods of research and evaluation.



project:, or review the projections made by the different program and

project offices for completeness, inter-relationships with other programs

(in and out of the system), and so on. It could help establish long-

range plans for incorporating new programs or innovative programs or

techniques into the regular educational programs. It could generate

proposals and recommendations based on studies of trends and issues in

various program areas.

At present, the Planning, Research and Evaluation Division

performs some of these functions in varying degrees. But it lacks the

manpower, facilities and organizational roles to provide more than a

limited servi'e in any of these areas. Given the resources and the

opportunity, it could be providirg much more support than it does to

planning znd evaluation units or personnel elsewhere in the system. It

could be providing far more information and feedback throughout the system

than it does about what programs are in fact doing. It could be providing

far more information than it does about the strengths and weaknesses of

different programs and of various approaches to instructional and educa-

tional needs and goals.

It is a contention of this study that some of the major tools

and capabilities needed by the Division are those dealing with the assembly,

storage, retrieval and analysis and dissemination of data. Some of these

tools, such as a comprehensive evaluation data system, can be developed, and

a conceptual design of such a data s' *em is provided as a rajor part of this

report. The Division also needs agreed upon Was in different aspects

of system operations. It needs to have explicitly stated relationships

with directors or heads of operational programs, and with various advi-

sory groups. It cannot unilaterally select measures, instruments and
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design evaluation plans for school system programs. It must be integral

with the rest of the program teams. It must also, however, be able to

report independently on the actualities and performance of programs

throughout the system. It can and should provide technical services,

but it must also be able to make interpretative and evaluative statements

about progress and prospects of various programs and system functions.

Finally, it must be able to mount training programs for admin-

istrators, program directors and others, as needed, in connection with

planning and evaluation functions.

Over time, an idealized staffing pattern for the Division might

include the following types of personnel:

Planning

An assistant superintendent of planning

An assistant for program planning

A planning, programming and budgeting specialist

An operations analyst/systems analyst

A cost analyst

Educational program analysts

Technical assistants

Clerical staff

Evaluation

An assistant superintendent for research and evaluation

An assistant for evaluation system operations

An educational evaluation specialist

An organizational analyst

A tests and measurement specialist

A computer programmer/analyst
2

A school-community evaluation liaison

At least one person skilled in writing and presentation of

evaluation information for non - technical audiences

2. Would be on assignment to or on the staff of the Department
of Automated Information Systems.
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Research

Educational research associates

Educational research assistants

Clerical staff

An assistant superintendent for research and evaluation

An assistant for research

A behavioral science specialist

An educational research specialist

A social sciences specialist

A coordinator of research information

A research librarian

Educational research associates

Educational research assistants

Clerical staff

This somewhat idealistic listing is intended to suggest some

of the kinds of specialties that would be appropriate for an organization

that provides service and support as well as conducts independent reviews

and analyses. That is, Divisio4 would serve as a focal point for stl -

ulating recommendations and proposals, and for analyzing issues and

illuminating alternatives in programs and approaches. It would also

provide a technical assistance pool, and would implement research and

evaluation studies in direct support of various programs.

At this point in time, the Division should be working to

develop the data bases and organizations of information needld for short

term and long range planning, evaluation and research efforts.
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VI. PROPOSED MAJOR CATEGORIES OF OBJECTIVES

OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

The establishment and definition of objectives of the public

educational system is properly the business of the system and the public.

At least two recent major reportsi' 2 have dealt with objectives in the

sense of recommending directions the system should take. Other documents,

such as the decision of Judge J. Skelly Wright in the case of Hobson

1

et al. vs. Hansen, the Board of Education of the District of Columbia,

1

et at. (Civil Action No. 82-66), and, indeed, the Proposed Operating

Budget (of the Public Schools of the District of Columbia) for Fiscal

Year 1971 (August, 1969), speak directly and indirectly to objectives

and goals of the public school system.

"Each child in the system must be provided with certain basic

tools . . . and the school system must take responsibility for the

educational s/..ccess of every child in the school system . . .. The

1. Harry A, Passow. foward CreatingaModel Urban School
System: Alludy of the Washington, D.C. Public Schools. (New Yor!-::

Teachers Zo eg6TCaueiliti-fiverilty, 1967).

2. Reports of the Executive Study Group for a Model Urban
School system for the District of Columbia. Public Schools of the
District of Columbia, July 17, 1968.
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focus of such a system must be instruction..." So states the letter

of transmittal of the reports of the Executive Study Group.
2 The letter

goes on to state:

"The system which best serves the child must involve the total

community in both the continued education of th!?. community and the con-

tinued participation of the community in planning for the educational

process.

"Flexibility, planning, change, and evaluation must be built

into the school system so that it can continue to meet the needs of

children. We do not see the school system we propos' as a rigid struc-

ture, but rather as the beginning of a process of evolution. Administra-

tive and other facilitative functions which must be provided for in

the school system should exist as services to the learning process

rather than as determinants and limiters of that process."

These quotations point to PI impo.tan'z consideration: sys-

tem objectives may pertain not only to the products or results of the

educational system, but also to the very character and properties

of the system itself. Stated as an hypothesis, the properties and

processes of the system are necessary conditions for bringing about the

products desired of the sys' n.

It is in the 11g1c,", of such considerations that the following

major categories of system objectives are proposed.3 Each objective

is stated, and criteria of performance are proposed. The order in

which objectives are listed should not be taken as an implicit

3. The objectives, as stated here, are the result of dis-
cussions of our initial list of objectives with Dr. Mildred Cooper,
Acting Associate Superindendent for Planning, Research and Evaluation
and Mr. Pau' Cawein, Executive Assistant to the Deputy Superintendent,
in September, 1969.
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statement of priorities,

A Objectives and Criteria

1. To provide equality of educational opportunity for all students

This objective refers to the overcoming or counteracting of any

educational factors or cooditions that operate to exclude, deprive or

inhibit certain students or groups of students from maximum development

of their potential.

a. Criteria of performance

1. Reduced correlation between factors such as

race, cultural or lingual background, or socio-economic

status on the one hand, and educational achievement on

the other.

2. Reduced correlation of factors such as race

cultural or lingual background, or socio-economic status

on the one hand, and emotional and motivat:onal self-

fulfillment on the otner.

These criteria are output measures of performance. They are

proposed measures of results. In this respect they differ from measures

of inputs or states of affairs or procedures or policies or legal require-

ments. There are any number of conditions that can threaten equality of

educational opportunity, including segregation. allocation formulas,

violence and intimidation, differential attitudes and expectancies,

particular staffing patterns or arrangements, and so on. The intention

of the criteria of this objective is to focus on the results to be gained

from equality of educational opportunity. The task of an evaluation

system is to provide data and measures bearing on the extent to which

different methods, programs, arrangements and so on contribute to achievirc;

21
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this objective

2. To raise the level of student achievement

This objective refers to the overall quality of the educational

system. The first objective above referred to inequalities of performance

within the system. Even with these addressed and eliminated, there is

still the need to keep the system abreast of the best offerings of modern

education for all students. This objective could be stated as follows:

to provide quality education for all students.

a. Criteria of performance

1. Student achievement levels are consistent with national

achievement norms or other standards accepted by the

school system and the community.

2. Further educational and career opportunities of students

are not restricted by the student's prior preparation

or information (stated positively, options for continu-

ing education and career choices are maintained at a

maximum level for all students).

The first criterion applies mainly to groups of pupils, since a

norm is a central tendency with the dispersion about it not taken into

consideration. It is the criterion presently applied to evaluation of

individual schools and grade levels in the D.C. Public School system.

There are alternative criteria worth considering, including minimum

grade equivalent levels of achievement that specified percentages of

students should attain (e.g., 95% of children in any group or school

achieving at grade level or above with respect to performance measures

1, 2, 3, .., n), There are, of course, disadvantages to such criteria,

Among other considerations, they could act to lock the school system into

22
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grade level or age level arrangements that may be better to abandon.

The school system should establish its own norms as the baseline of com-

parison, using both nationally standardized and locally standardized

instruments. The point of importance with respect to this objective and

criterion, as distinct from the objective dealing with equality of oppor-

tunity, is the overall output. Stated succinctly, the concern of the

first objective is with eliminating differential outputs associated with

any extrinsic conditions operating to exclude pupils selectively from

educational benefits. The concern of this objective is with the level

and quality of educational results even with equality of educational

opportunity achieved or approached. There c)uld be equality, but poor

quality.

The appropriate condition satisfying the first criterion of the

present objective is that the level of achievement or attainment of skills

in each eligible group of pupils is equal to or higher than a specified

standard within the limits of error of measurement. The question of

which pupils should be included in what measures of quality performance

is a matter for the school system and community to decide. Clearly it

would make no sense, for example, to include in overall measures children

who are severely mentally retarded. Specification of appropriate sub-

groups of children needs to be made. Similarly, the question of which

tests and which specific measures of achievement are also matters for

system and community decision. The City-wide lesting Advisory Committee

is one important vehicle for providing recommendations and guidelines

on this matter.

It is known that different schools are likely to excel in

23



different areas of performance.
4

Again it is the business of the school

system and the community to decide upon different specific sub-measures

for different sub-groupings of schools. A function of evaluation is to

aid in finding and/or developing measures of those characteristics and

specific areas of performance.

There are many indicators of the quality of schools. For

example, the National Education Association has published an excellent

checklist.5 The focus of the criteria suggested for this objective,

however, as with the first objective, is on results, not on the charac-

teristics of designs and programs leading to results. Design and per-

formance standards, legal requirements, policies and practices are vitally

important. Assuring that all schools and programs meet acceptable stan-

dards is a matter of great concern. But it is the result of the edu-

cational process that is the measure of the accomplishment of the objective.

Establishment and maintenance of good design characteristics and high

performance standards of programs, etc., may be an intermediate objective,

but the terminal objective is the result obtained with students.

Means of measuring the second criterion are more difficult to

conceive or specify than are means for the first criterion. A measure of

the second criterion almost certainly will include follow-up with samples

of graduates as well as periodic assessments of skill attainment

during a student's school career. Methods of measurement would prob7tbly

4. William D. Firman. "Which schools are better?" NEA Research
Bulletin, (October, 1963).

5. National Educational Association. Profiles of Excellence:
Recommended Criteria for Evaluating the Quality FriTicinchool System.
Office of-TFRessioniT-WNreTopment aria Welfare. (gashington, D.C.:
NEA, 1966).
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include opinion surveys as well as assessments of student performance

and achievement by direct tests and by unobtrusive measures. Wile

surveys and follow-up studies can be costly if done well, it is difficult

to see why they are not justified for public institutions as standard

operating instrum.nts if they are justified for individual politicians,

political parties, manufacturers and so on.

It is assumed here that while primary achievement measures for

the first criterion will continue to be measures of communication skills

(including reading) and quantification skills (arithmetic and mathematics),

there is nothing inherent in this scheme that would exclude measures of

social-emotional skills, problem solving skiils, or other important life

skills.
6

Quite on the contrary, appropriate me:sures should eventually

include all skills and abilities germane to modern demands and challenges.

2. To retain students in the educational process through regular

school and continuing education.

This objective refers to the continuity and accessibility of

educational services to all potential students.

a. Criteria of performance

1. Reduced dropout rates and absence rates?

2. Students' access to and use of continuing educational services

are not restricted by age, sex, race, health, or social,

economic, educational or familial conditions, or geo-

graphic location.

6. Cf. Louis J. Rubin (ed.), Life Skills in School and Society.
ASCD Yearbook, 1969.

7. This criterion is not, apparently, a good measure of school
quality (cf. W. S. Vincent, "Failure of the Holding Power Score as a
Criterion of School Quality," [AR Research Bulletin , X, No. 1 (November,
1969). But it is 6 measure of proximity of students with educational
services.
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The first criterion needs specific definition. Who is a dropout?

As with the definition of the labor force, this category undoubtedly will

be defined both by eligibility criteria and direct or indirect criteria

of intention.

The second criterion is a conditional measure. It designates

the extent to which desired educational services are available to indi-

viduals in forms, locations and times that minimize barriers to accepting

or utilizing such services.

The retention of students in the educational process, as

applie' to actual or potential dropouts, can be viewed as a necessary

if not sufficient aspect of equality of educational opportunity. It

is assumed that the overall objective is to make educational services

available to all who can utilize them in arrangements that are adaptable

tJ the needs and interests of all. Breaking out from traditional

9 to 2 classroom concepts and delivering appropriate educational services

where and as needed would seem to be the broader aspect of the objective.

As a final note, it is clear that this objective may overlap

with the first or second one, depending on definitions.

4. To improve the effectiveness of the system's operations

The intent of this objective, in this report, is to focus on

properties of the educational system and the ways in which the functions

of the system are performed. Operations imply discrete tasks such as

curriculum development, staff development, evaluation, personnel admin-

istration, data processing, facilities maintenance, and so on. Proper-

ties and processes, such as those implied in the quotations given at the

beginning of this chapter, refer to capabilities of the system and their

operating characteristics.

a. Criteria of process performance
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1. There are operational criteria of the quality and per-

formance of system functions and capabilities and the

system has and uses the machiner; for measuring them.

2. Official standards of performance and qu..1.ity, and legal

and policy requirements, are uniformly maintained.

The first criterion refers to a minimum condition by which

improvement of effectiveness can be measured, viz., the continuous ability

to designate what dimensions of the system's functions and processes are

considered important, and to have and use measures of these aspects. The

second criterion refers specifically to the extent to which official

standards and requirements are met and maintained in the course of car-

rying out system functions and operations.

The following are examples of some of the kinds of questions

that are important with respect to this objective:

What mechanisms does the system have for accomplishing

various tasks and carrying out its functions?

How do they work? What are the present processes involved?

How are functions coordinated?

What are the decision processes? Who is accountable for what?

Are different units or sub-systems oriented toward similar

system goals?

What are the performance goals of different functions?

What are the performance standards applicable to different

functions?

What are the short-term and long-term effects of organiza-

tional properties and process- with what participants and

what target groups?
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These cluestions are idtended to suggest analyses that can be

made of the system functions and processes that govern or determine oper-

ations.8 The intent should be to establish performance characteristics

and measures of effectiveness. There are a number of possible criteria

applicable to system process, of which efficiency is but one.9 Others

could include responsiveness, relevance. to changing needs or conditions,

fairness, differertiation, and so on. Whatever the criteria, they should

include social dimensions as well as dimensions concerned with managerial

efficacy and administrative efficiency.

As sugpsted above, one criterion for determining whether or

not system operations (functions, processes) are increasing in effective-

ness is that there are measures of the characteristics of the system's

functions and the measures are in fact being used. Given the existence of

such measures, determinations of effectiveness, and of cost-effectiveness,

perhaps, could follow.

It is difficult to conceive of the Planning, Research and Eval-

uation Division unilaterally conducting function and process analyses an

and reporting results. There is much that it can do. But this is an area

where it would appear particularly appropriate for an outside agency or

agencies to make periodic evaluations in order to assure objectivity of

evaluations. A function of the Division could be to provide the outside

agency with the necessary organizational and procedural information, and

8. The Institute of Administrative Research, Teachers College,
Columbia University, has done much work in developing instruments and
approaches applicable to various aspects of school system processes.

9. See for example the article by William S. Vincent, "Criteria
of Quality," 1AR Research Bulletin, II, No. 3 (April, 1962).
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to act as the coordinator of periodic studies or evaluations. It could

also serve as the focal point for dissemination of results.

5. To involve and be accountable to the community in defining and

implementinlinstructional goals and programs.

This is in fact a process objective and could be subsumed under

the fourth objective. However, it is of sufficient scope and importance

to be a separate objective.

a. Criteria of performance

1. Public confidence in and support of the educational

system.

2. Public confidence in its access to information about

the educational system.

These criteria have to do with the confidence and satisfaction

of the community with their educational system and their relationship

to it. How these opinions or attitudes are registered is an important

consideration. Whether criteria for specific types of involvement and

forms of accountability should be included as criteria for this objective

is another consideration.

The rationale here is that there are a number of means by which

the community can be involved in the sh?ping of the educationai system,

and by which the community can make determinations about the goals,

processes and operations of the system. The question of ultimate concern,

it is suggested here, is: to what extent is there public acceptance of

and confidence in the educational system and of the public's role in it?

Criteria such as participation of parents (and others) in school processes

are important, but sheer attendance counts, for example, can be mis-

leading. It is the confidence in and approval of one's role and voice
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in the educational process or system, however implemented by the various

segments of the community4that are the criteria of importance.

The objectives described above are broad categories. The

criteria suggested for defining progress toward meeting objectives are

not necessarily the only criteria possible. They are intended to focus

on measures or indicators by which progress can be judged.

The means by which tha educational system undertakes to achieve

major objectives are many and varied. They are general and specific

programs, procedures, policies, and so on. What the educational system

does is related, or should be related, to one or more major categories

of objectives. The results of various programs and operations should

have a relationship to and impact on the pertinent criteria of performance

of the related categories of objectives at some point in time. Tying

programs and operations, and their intermediate and enabling objectives,

to these broad, long range objectives, with associated measures of per-

formance, is one means of focusing on instruction, its goals, conditions

and processes.

The categories of objectives suggested above are not conven-

tional PPBS categories. It is essumed that as determination of the var-

ious major system objectives and goals are clarified, and the relation-

ship of programs to them explicated, the application; of PPB definitions

and structures will fall into place.
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VII. A GENERAL EVALUATION DATA SYSTEM

A. Introduction

A key aspect of evaluation is the management and control of

evaluation information. The central tool for accomplishing this is an

,valuation data system that permits the collection, storage, retrieval

and analysis of data over an extended period of time. The data system

as such should serve four main purposes:

1. to allow the school system to do periodic monitoring and

reporting, on on annual basis, of patterns of programs and

student involvement in programs throughout the school system;

2, to allow the school system periodically to examine perfor-

mance gains and progress of students on a ;irogram, school,

grade and student basis;

3. to allow the school system to evaluate specific programs,

approaches and materials alone and in combination with other

program or service inputs to students;

4. to allow the school system to design appropriate samples

of students, or other participants in particular programs,

for comparison purposes, or for more detailed evaluation

studies or follow-up studies as appropriate.
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The critical need is to maintain a record of inputs to members

of target groups over time. Since these are legion, a data base must be

selective. The primary assumption is that the data base will serve as a

basis for making gross cross-sectional and longitudinal evaluations that

are supplemented by detailed field studies of selected programs or samples

representing particular programs. The data system, as conceived here,

has both automated and non-automated elements or components. But the

design is such as to allow for correlation of data among the different

components. For example, a catalog of staff development projects will

contain information enabling direct access to the automated data base for

information on students affected (potentially) by particular projects or

programs. Most of the discussion and examples in this chapter will have

reference to reading programs, since this has been given high priority

by the school system. However, other categories of educational and

instructional programs can be incorporated in the system as appropriate.

B. The Basic Model

The conceptual model on which the evaluation data system is based

contains four basic elements;

1. students -- S

2. programs -- P

3. teachers -- T

4. schools -- B

Each element can contain any number of specific variables. The

ones selected for initial file specification were chosen for one or more

of the following reasons:

1. they are standard identifying variables (e.g., sex; date,

school and grade of initial entry into the D. C. Public
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School System)
1

2. they are necessary or potentially important conditional

variables (e.g., student's grade in school, school size,

social indicators associated with the school, etc.)

3. they are major variables of interest in evaluating educational

programs (e.g., type of program; type of teaching situation

such as self contained classroom, teacher and aide, team

teaching; changes in teacher, program and/or school, etc.)

4. they are needed for measures related to une or more major

system objectives (e.g., ethnic and cultural status, socio-

economic status variables, etc.)

5. they ore primary or potential performance variables (e.g.,

achievement scores, attendance, etc.)

The analytic potential of the system can be considered with

reference to Figure 1. In Figure 1, e student, S, in a given school

year, may experience any of a large number of combinations of reading

instruction programs, Pl, P2 . . Ps, and of additional special programs,

PA, PB . . . Pp. His primary reading instruction may be with one or more

teachers, T1, 12 . . . T5, in one or more different schools, S1, S2 . .

S5. The teachers may have aides, A, be in a team teaching situation,

1. There are many data banks with many categorizations and
definitions of variables. One source that has been utilized for this
system is the U.S. Office of Education State Educational Records and
Reports Series. Other data systems, such as the MSEIP system, the OTIS
system, and the BEDS program in New York state, have also been examined.
The intention of the proposed system, however, is not to provide a gen-
eral management information system. It contains elements of such a system
and could be expanded into one. The main purpose of the system is to sup-

port evaluation. The variables that have been included initially are
considered the minimum necessary variables for analysis of comparative
and differential affects.
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Figure 1. Educational Program Models. The solid lines show the student
staying 'n one program (same teacher and school) throughout
the year. The dotted lines and circles show the student
transferring during the year and also participating in a
special program. (p )

A
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TT, or teach an ungraded primary class, UP, or other arrangement, or

some combination of these. While there are some combinations that will

almost certainly never occur, and others that will occur relatively often,

the reader can nevertheless easily trace out combinations that are of

more than passing interest with respect to analysis of student achieve-

ment in relation to certain educational experienas. Fu-thermore, the

reader can easily picture the extension of analyses VI groups of students

within and across schools. For example, the design of the system will

enable an analysis to be made of all third graders receiving reading

instruction program Pl, regardless of school, in comparison with, say,

all third graders receiving reading instruction program P2. Groups can

be further defined in terms of number of changes of teachers or of

schools, and so on. For some analyses, adjustments may be made to

equalize groups for variables such as age, socio-economic status, initial

achievement level etc.

Similarly, the system will allow for analyses of the progress of

students over time as a function of their history of educational experiences

(defined by P, T and B combinations each year). Also, analysis can be

made of groups of students having similar or different sequences of ex-

periences. The number of combinations mounts rapidly over wars, so

analyses would have to become selective. However, the potential for an

enormous number of assessments is there.

As performance measures are added, the potential for assessing

interactive or correlated effects will similarly increase.

Finally, the system will provide a basis for defining samples

of conditions (programs) for field observation or process recording or

for more concentrated evaluation sub-studies utilizing more measures.
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This applies to studies of regular programs as well as to Title IrI

programs and other experimental or innovative programs conducted in the

school system.

C. Various Kinds of Evaluation Analyses That May Be Made

The following types of evaluation questions that the data system

should support are illustrative of questions concerning reading programs.

The evaluation system, however, should be able to provide output information

on other programs and educational experiences as it develops.

1. Descriptive evaluation questions

The data Ease, as conceived here, s%ould provide answers to

questions such as the following;

a. What is the distribution of approaches to instruction of

reading, by school and grade level?

b. What is the pattern of exposure of students to approaches

to instruction of reading? How many changes of reading

instruction program are experienced by the following types

of students:

1) students who remain in the same classroom with the same

teacher

2) students who remain in the same classroom, but who have

changes of teachers

3) students who change classrooms but pot schools

4) students who change schools

c. What is the distribution of students involved in special,

experimental or compensatory reading instruction programs,

by grade, sex and prior reading achievement level?

2. Comparative evaluation questions
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a. What approaches to teaching reading work better with what

students under what conditions?

1) Factors to be considered include:

a) stability or continuity of students in given programs

b) other characteristics associated with students (age,

sex, previous acHeverent levels, etc.)

c) types of classroom approach to instruction of reading

d) special or supplementary reading instruction

el types of teaching situation

f) participation of students in special or compensatory

programs other than reading programs

g) teacher characteristics (experience, participation

in inservice training programs; etc.)

b. For particular approaches to teaching reading, what condi-

tions are more effectivt. with what types of students?

1) Factors to be considered include those listed above.

c. Are reading achievement levels obtained by students main-

tained or improved over tire?

d. Are some sequences of reading programs more effective! than

others for different sub-groups of students?

The questions posed here are directed at the problem of reading)

and they refer principally to students in grades K-6. In similar

fashion they can apply, however, to students at the secondary level,

although the means of specifying a reading instruction program at he

secondary level needs further development than has been accomplished in

this study.

Other output measures than reading achievement can be added

for evaluation purposes as the data system develops. Alrost certainly

mathematics achievement can be included as soon as mathematics programs
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are defined.
2

Career skills and life skills should also be included

when programs for and appropriate measures of these are defined.

It is the assumption of this approach that the effects of various

programs are determinable to different extents at different points in

time. It is therefore necessary to be able to follow students over time

in order to make different assessments. It is also assumed that different

input variables will be changed over time as it becomes clear which are

more important and useful than others. I.. is finally assumed that various

measures appropriate and acceptable to the specific goals of any parti-

cular program will be included in the evaluation data base. One way of

assisting program personnel in focusing on outcomes is to determine

what measures of performance they consider appropriate for specific pro-

grams at what points in time. This applies to experimental, innovative

or other special programs or projects as well as to regular programs of

the various operating departments.

1 Student Data Files

Elements of the student data files fal' into six major categories

of information;

1. Unchanging personal/enrollment data

2. Changing personal data

3. Current school/class enrollment data

4. Current measurement data

5. Current program/project enrollment data

2. This statement does not mean that there are no mathematics

programs in the school system. It means simply that no definition of
apprcaches to instruction in mathematics have been attempted in this

study. Achievement scores.in mathematics can be included in the data
base Immediately, however, for subsequent analysis.
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6. Current referral and special identification data

The first category contains information which, once established,

has a low probability of changing. The second category contains in-

formation which is corrected period'ally as appropriate. The last four

categories contains data to which additions are made periodically as

appropriate.

The elements of information needed in each category are listed

below.

1. Unchanging personal /enrolment data

a. Student ID number

b. Date of birth (day, month, year and source code)

c. Sex

d. Ethnic group

e. Cultural and/or lingual group

f. Mother's first name

g. Day, month and year of initial enrollment in the school system

h. School and grade of initial enrollment (includes pre-school

enrollment for pre-schools under the jurisdiction of D.C.P.S.

1. Type of entry into school system

j. Pre-school program experience not under jurisdiction of

D.C.P.S. (applicable only to new enrollees at kindergarten or

first grade level who have not been included in pre-school

programs contained in the overall data system)

2. Changing personal data

a. Student's full nary

b. Home address
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c. Block number
3

3. Current school/class enrollment data

a. For elementary or pre-school students

1) School and date of enrollment in current year

2) Grade

3) Type of program (Regular, Special Education, etc.)

4) Classroom number
4

5) Teacher's ID number

6) Date of change (day, month) of any of above (1, 2,

7) Total school attendance for school year

8) Reason for termination at each school

3, 4, 5)

Note: the file will contain a history of schools and

classes attended for each school year, reasons

for change of schools, and cumulative attendance

through the school year or until time of with-

drawal from D.C.P.S.

b. For junior nigh and secondary students

1) School and date of current enrollment

2) Grade

3) Type of program (General Academic, Vocational Education,etc.)

4) Date of change of school or general type of program

enrollment

3. Included so that SES indices can be developed from Census
or local data and correlated with the student independently of the school
and its surrounding Census tract.

4. If there are programs in which elementary level students
go to different classes for different subjects, provision will have to
be made for including these assignments.

4
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5) Reasons for change of school or general type of

program

6) Total time in attendance for school year

4, Current measurement data

a. Standardized aptitude and ability tests administered sys-

temwide

1) Identification of test

2) Date of administration and how administered

3) Sub-test raw scores5

4) Total raw scores as appropriate5

b. Standardized achievement tests administered systemwide

1) Identification of test

2) Date of administration and how administered

3) Sub-test raw scores
5

4) Total raw scores as e.ppropriate5

c. Standardized tests administered for special purposes (e.g.,

for selective program or project evaluations)

1) Identification of test

2) Date of administration and how administered

3) Sub-test raw scores5

4) Total test scores 5

d. Other tests, inventories or measures as determined and

included in regular school program evaluation plans.

5. Current program/project data

a. Pre-School, elementary level

5. Except where the scoring of the test does not permit, it is
assumed that conversions of raw scores to other forms can be made by
packaged conputer programs as needed.
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1) Regular school year

(a) Curricular programs

(1) Reading - classroom instruction

i) Approaches - Materials

(2) Reading - supplementary and/or remedial services

i) Source and amount

(3) Mathematics - classroom instruction (to be defined)

(4) Mathematics - supplementary and/or remedial

services (to be defined;

(5) Other instructional programs when defined

(b) Non-curricular or special programs

(1) Physical health services

(2) School lunch

(3) Social/emotional development projects or programs

(4) Other direct service projects

(c) Federal and other project/program Titles applicable to th,J

individual studant

2) Summer

(a) Program/project identification

(b) Federal and other project/program Titles applicable

b. Junior high school/high school

1) Regular school year

(a) Remedial reading program

(1) Source - Approach

(b) Special project/program identification codes

(c) Federal and other project/program Titles applicable
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2) Summer

(e) Project/program identification

(b) Federal project/program titles applicable

6. Curreit referral and special identification status

a. Drop-out identification status

b. Other as agreed upon by school system

E. Staff Data Files

The staff file contains information about the teaching staff.

As with the student-oriented data elements it consists of invariant,

substitutable and add-on information.

1. Unchanging _personal data

3. Identification numb,.

b. Date of bii.th

c. Sex

d. Ethnic group

e. Cultural group

f. Date of initial employment in the D.C. Public Schools (day,

month, year)

g. School and grade f'Irst employed in D.C.P.S.

h. Number of years of fq11-tire teaching experience at time of

initial employment

2. Changing personal data

3. Name

b. Highest degree held

c. Special qualifications data

d. Position in D.C.P.S.

3. Current assignment data
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*
a. School

*
b. Grade

*
c. Classroom number

d. Type of teaching situation

e. Primary assignments, secondary assignments

f. Starting and ending dates of the above (a, b, c , or d)

g. Reason for changes in assignments

4. Project/program data

a. Regular year

1) Special project or programs applicable to individual

staff member

(a) Training programs

0) Curriculum development

(c) Other

2) Federal Title programs, projects applicable

b. Summer

1) Project/program identification

2) Federal project/program Titles applicable

F. Program and Project Files

The primary purpose of the program file is to enable evaluation

personnel to ask questions of the data base or a program basis, rather

than simply or the basis of schools, staff members or students. ThE

program file is thus a thesaurus. It can be as detailed and comprehensive

as desired and it need not be computerized, at least initially.

* There are some teachers, e.g., kindergarten teachers, who
teach different sections or in two different schools. Provision will
have to be mace for including double simultaneous assignments.
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While the purpose of the data base is to provide a tool for

the evaluation of many different kinds of educational programs, most of

the discussion in this section will center on reading programs, for

illustrative purposes. As stated earlier this is primarily because of

the concern in the school system with the problem of reading instruction.

The definition of a program as the concept is used here needs

to be clearly understood. The term has different meanings to different

people and in different contexts. For example, at the system level, a

program is one of the primary means by which the organizatior attempts

to achieve its objectives. Thus, the reading program for elementary

school students is that set of resources, materials, equipment, proce-

dures, methods and so on, intended to teach students to read. At the

level of the school building, the reading program consists of teachers,

texts, workbooks and other materials, methods, techniques, tests and

test scores, reading specialists, and perhaps volunteer tutors. From

the point of view of the student, the reading program may be classroom

instruction plus tutoring by a reading specialist. From the point of

view of the Budget Office, the reading program is the cost of staff,

consultants, materials, and so on. From the point of view of the Office

of Staff Development, the reading program is the need for work-shops,

institutes, and other in-service training activities, as well as the

need for teacher aides or other personnel to enable the classroom teacher

to devote more time to the task of teaching reading. And so on.

The term anuram is taken here to refer primarily to the organi-

zation of resources and events at the level of the teacher and student

to produce some measurable result at some point or points in

time. However, it is nevertheless an abstraction, and the name or
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label given to a program is a shorthand device implying a huge set of

largely undefined variables whose operation is intended to result in

demonstrable behavioral changes in students. -----

The abstraction can be organized in various ways. Thus, the

reading program for third graders in the school system is the total set

of reading programs at the level of the individual third grade students.

Or a sub-set can be designated by a funding source (the total set of

students and teachers and ancillary apparatus involved in the reading

instruction components of Title I projects). Reading program sub-sets

may be defined by time periods (regular year versus summer, for example).

Or they may be defined by a state of development (e.g., experimental

reading programs, or innovative reading programs). Sub-sets may be

designated by the implicit needs of a target group (remedial reading

programs) or by a unique characteristics of 1 target group (e.g.,

reading programs for the deaf).

The point is, the term program can have many denotations

and connotations, and it may or may not be synonymous with the term

curriculum. However aggregated, or however differentiated, it is

assumed here that a program should be identifiable with a goal or

objective, as well as with a target group composed of specifiable

individuals or units containing specifiable individuals.

The term "project" bears essentially the same meanings as the

term program as it is (sr.; here. Projects usually seem to be subordinate

units of programs, more restricted in time, scope and goals. The Title I

program, for instance, is a set of projects. Project Read is one sub-

set of reading programs (teacher - pupil level) within the overall O.C.P.S.

reading program. The term program and project may be used inter-

changeably or not, depending on the level of reference.
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Initial applications of the evaluation data system proposed

here are to continuing evaluations of selectee reading programs in the

school system to be conducted by the Planning, Innovation and Research

Division. Reference has been made in the list of data elements in the

student-oriented information rile to specification of the student's

reading program (more specifically, the reading instruction program to

which the student was exposed over a given period of time). And reference

was made in a listing of potential evaluation questions to distributions

of reading programs and to comparisions of programs. The following is

the proposed initial method of categorizing reading instruction programs,

at least for the grade range of kindergarten through sixth grave.

First, it is assumed that instruction in reading can be identi-

fied with a source of instruction. For most students, the primary source

of instruction in reading is the classroom teacher. It is further

assumed that the classroom teacher, in teaching children to read, will

employ one or more of a limited number of general approaches. The

teacher may use, for example, a phonics approach, or a language experience

approach. For either of these general approaches there are a number of

commercial materials that may be used. For a particular student over

some particular period of time most teachers are unlikely to use more

than one set of materials within ,1 major approach, although they could use

more than one. It is proposed here that the reading program to which a

particular student is exposed over a particular period of time can be

categorized according to the approach, and materials within approach,

employed by the classroom teacher with that student. Combinations of

approaches nay be used concurrently by a teacher, each approach with its

own applicable materials. It is our assumption at this time that a



teacher using more than one approach concurrently with a given student

probably considers one approach more primary than the other or others.

Thus, the different approaches are likely to be given different emphasis

(however defined) in the teacher's overall reading program for a given

student (or students). The evaluation system should thus be prepared

to accept combinations of approaches and materials, weighted differentially,

as the initial basis for identifying a reading program with each

student.

Figure 2 illustrates a form for defining reading programs for

each student.
]

While final development of the form and a system for

using it would be a primary task in the first year's development phase,

in essence, the system would work as follows. A teacher would be asked

to indicate his approach to teaching reading with a student by choosing

up to three major categories of approaches, and by checking the main

material used within each approach. However, the teacher would not have to

select three approaches for a particular student if, for instance, he

is using only one, or perhaps two, approaches. Assuming for the moment

7. The categories of approaches shown in Figure 2 were developed
originally by Ur. Ruth Ann O'Keefe and Mrs. Margaret Clarke for this pro-
ject. They were modified somewhat, and the materials listed within cate-
gories were increased as the result of a series of conferences with and
reviews of the lists by Miss Evelyn Bull, Director of Supervision and
lnstricticn, Elementary Schools; Mrs. Eva Lofty, Assistant Director of
the Reading Center; Mrs. Francis Glukenhous, Supervisor, Primary Grades,
Department of Supervision and Instruction; and Mr. Jerome Edwards, Assis-
tant Principal of Halle Elementary School. Most of the materials listed
on the form are on the approved materials list of the D. C. Public Schools
and are, for the most part, those considered to be materials used primarily
throughout the D.C.P.S. at the elementary level. There are many other
excellent materials that could be included on the list, but to our know-
ledgc they are not being used extensit,ily in D.C. at this time. Materials

which show up frequently in the "Other" categories, can be added to the
checklist over tire.

The classification system is similar to but not identical with
one given by Jean Ch311 in Learning to Read: The Great Debate. (New Yo-k:
Franklin Watts, 1967), pp. n8-46
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Teacher Student

Teacher Number Student Nunbei

Grade Taught

Class 'lumber

Date

Approaches and Materials in Teaching Reading

1. :Asa] Series 4. Languacal/ptglaWL

01 ank Street - McMillan 01 Experience Charts - Commercial

02 Betts - American Book 02 Experience Charts - Made by

33 Detroit 'Great Cities" Series ( Follett)
Teacher and/or Class

04 Ginn - 100 Edition
99 Other: Please Specify

03 Ginn - 360 Edition

06 ,carper and Row - Basic Readers
5. Individualized Reading

07 Harper and Roux - Basic Reading Proarum

33 Houghi.on Mifflin - Reading for leaning
01 Extensive use of variety of

(McKee)
materials

09 Lyons and Carnahan

02 0Little 0 Series (Classroom
13 Reading Caravans - C.C. Heath

Library)
11 Reading Experience and Development (READ)

03 Scholastic Series
Series American Book Co.

rl 04 spectrum of Skills-Mclillan
12 Reading Program - cillan

13 Scott, Foresman - Bright Horizons 05 SRA Reading Labs

14 Scott, Foresman - Cur - iculum Series
99 Other: Please Specify

15 Sc_lt, Foresman Open Highway:

16 Sheldon - Allyn and Bacon

99 Other: Please Specify

2, Lin-uistic/Pronic

01 Lippincott - 3asic Reading

02 rrill

03 Miami Linguistic Readers

04 Open Court

OD alo Alto Series

63 Pnono visual

07 Pnonics We Use - Lyons and Carnahan

6. Supplementary Materials.-

01 Reading Comprehension Skills
Exercise (D.C. Schools)

09 Readers Digest Reading Skill02

Builders (any edition)

03 Skiltexts - Coarles Oerrill

04 Sounds of 1:piguage by Bill

Martin Rinehart,
'inston)

99 Other: Please Specify

08 Project OeccJing - McMillan

09 P.eaoiness in the Language Arts ( RLA) ____7. Special
by Buchanan

10 SPA (Science Research Associates) - Basic -- 01 Distar (Engelmann, SRA)

Reading Series (Pig in Jig) 02 Frostig - Develophental Program
in Visual Perception

99 Other: Please Specify
(Follett)

7rogrammed/Structured

01 Engelmanr,

03 i/t/a

__99 Other: :lease Specify_

02 Lift-Off to Reac,ng - SRA (Wool ian)

03 Mc(la4-Hill - Programmed Reading (Sullivan)
B. Other

714 Project READ (Sullivan's Es.iiagg - Behavioral
Research labs) 01 Please Specify

C5 STARTER/101 (D'Kee'e)

99 Otnar: Please Specify

Figure 2: A Tentative Checklist for Recording Approaches

and Materials Lsee in Teaching Reading
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that three approaches are being used, the teacher would mark the primary

approach with a 1 and check the main material used (or write in what is

being used if it is in the "Other" category). He would mark the next

most important (in his judgment) approach with a 2 and check the material,

and the third approach 3, similarly checking the material used. This

will result in a 9 - digit code, which, when ordered from left to right

according to the rank order numbers 1, 2 and 3, describes the reading

program used for a particular student in terms of approach and material.

For example, the reading program, as defined here, for a particular

student, may appear in coded form as 304106601.
8

Note that the under-

lined number identify the approach, the two following digits designate

the materials, and the order of trios from left to right gives the rela-

tive emphasis. Conceivably the same teacher may put for a different

student 30400000, meaning that only one approach (Programmed /Structured:

Project Read)is used for that student.9

How, then,can reading programs so defined be compared? The

system provides a number of choices. One may group all students at a

given grade level in terms of identical approach and materials codes as

students being taught to read by "Program A," as distinct from all at

the same grade level with identical approach but different materials codes

(Program 8). Or one may group only on the basis of approaches, regard-

less of materials, or only en the basis of primary approach. Some

8. As shown in Figure 2, this example code translates to:
Programmed/Structured, Project READ or the major approach and material;
Basal Series, Harper and Row Basic Readers as the secondary approach and
material; and Supplementary Materials, Reading Comprehension Skills Exer-
cises as the third major approach and material.

9. In practice the teacher would not put the last six digits
anywhere. He or she would simply mark only one approach, and the major
materials used with that approach. It is worth noting that the system
as presently designed restricts the teacher to reporting only one set
of materials used with a particular approach.
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experimentation with the obtained data is probably appropriate to determine

'hick basis of specification provides the best differentiation in terms of

outcomes (or indeed, whether any does).

The immediate reaction of any teacher or reading specialist may be

that while the approaches and materials serve to designate the reading

program in terms of materials, the variation of application in terms of

method is crucial. The same might be said for other variahles also,

such as the style and attitude of the teacher. Similarly, many teachers

by no moans restrict the teaching of reading to a single instructional

period. They may integrate practice in reading with content subjects as

well, for'example. Moreover, a simple categorization of materials used

gives no indication of even such a primary variable as time invested per

week in formal instruction in reading.

The decision to recommend starting with this system for cate-

gorizing reading programs was made on a number of grounds. It is simple.

It provides a straightforward form on which, even if a teacher is unsure

of the categorical approach, he will recognize the materials listed end

thus can derive the approach. It should be relatively reliable. The

rank ordering may be unstable, but thet can be easily .ested with a

reliability study. It keeps the data sheet to a single page. It does

not threaten early on to overload the data processing and analysis funcCen.

Furthermore, it is assumed in the pilot implementaticn phase of the sys-

tem, collection of data will be made principally by interviews with

samples of teachers by staff members of the Evaluation Department.

Additional specifying variables can be included for recording at that

time so that an examination of distributions within and among programs,

grades, schools and classrooms can be undertaken. Furthermore, it is



assumed that any special field sub-study of selected reading programs,

schools, grades, etc., will in fact provide for obtaining a number

of measures of methods and other variables. Finally, if it even-

tually turns out that this system does not discriminate anything

of interest, tnen more specifying variables can oe added with

strong justification for the additional cost;.

The system can distinguish "programs' within kiassrooms

if the teacher in fact is using different approaches and/u..

materials 4ith different students and if he reliably indicates thin

on individual student's forrs.10 It can aaintain a record for

0 given student if for example, the student transfers from one

school to another at, say, midyear ard his nery teacher is using

a different "program." It can potentially distinguish changes

in program used by the same teacher with the same student during

the year (see Appendix D for a brief description of a pr4osed

simple met:od by which a teacher could keep a record of changes

on a by-student basis with almost marginal ivvestment of time).

Whether any of these distinctions is in fact siynificant will

have to he determined by analysis of reading achievemeot date

(see Section below cn Measures, and Appendix A on statistical

models and analysis). There are a sizeable numb,' of z.tudent

and teacher variables that can enter into the analysis to ascertain

10. The form has been tried with a few teachers in

D. C. Initial results tend to substantiate these assertions. The
form and instructions for its use heed some further development
and testing. But the initial results were r.cry encouraging.
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what programs appear to he working better with what students

under what conditions.

Up to this point, the reading instruction provided for any

given student has been described for the primary scurce, the student's

classroom teacher.

Secondary or supplementary sources should also he recorded. A

secondary source is any outside or additional help the student receives

during the regular school year. A reading specialist from the Reading

Center would be one such source. A volunteer tutor from the Urban Service

Corps or an older student in the Youth Serving Youth Proriram might

be other such sources. It would be desirable to maintain a record of

the additional reading help provided to students by source categorical)

and amount of time. No effort is proposed to try to record the approz..ch

of the supplementary "program." The major concern initially will be to

try to establish a simple recording system which volunteers and others

would agree to use and which they would not find burdensome or impractical.

The enrollment of a student in a summer program that has reading

components (or any other summer program, for that matter) will simply

be registered in the student file by program code rmmer. When summer

programs concerned with improving reading skills arl interests are

evaluated individually, test data from such evaluations should be entered

in the student file. It is recommended that the reading program form

be used in individual evaluations of summer programs.

It is possible that this, 7,pproach to specifying a program for

the teaching of reading may provide a model for similar specification

of m,thematies or other instructional programs. This possibility has

C)3
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not been explored in this study, however. But its extension into

content programs such as social studies, Black history, and so on

is probably totally unfeasible. It's application to reading in-

struction at the junior and senior hIgf school levels is tenuous

also. except were specific remedial reading programs are employed.

For these the approach, and possibly the form itself (or a modified

version of it)should be applicable.

Let us row consiuer briefly the organization of the program

thesaurus in general.

The first major category for classifying programs is according

to whether they are regular school year or summer programs. Within

regular school year there is a further sub-division : during the

regular school day and week, after regular school hours, or both. Within

those categories there should be a listing of all projects and programs

that can be feasibly localized only to the level of the school building.

The Community Aide program is one such program. The Community School

program is another. The Takoma Charette project was yet another. the

listing should provide the name of the program; the purposes or objectives

of the program; the specific goals of the program or project projected

on a time basis; the apricable schools and school codes; tho date of

initiation (and termination, if appropriate) of the program; and appli-

cable funding sources.

The next breakdown should be in terms of all those projects or

programs that can be localized only to the grade level or some set of

grade levels. An audio-visual equipment project might be an examle.
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The Innovation Team program probably fits here. The listing should be

as above, by grade level.

For these general programs, data on groups of students or

staff members associated at least in time and place with particular

programs or projects can be retrieved from the date system when it is

of interest to do so by use of appropriate school, grade and class-

room codes, None of the program codes to this point would appear in

the student or staff files.

At this paint, the thesaurus or catalog should commence listings

of programs or projects that, potentially, at least, can be identified

Alth individuals, since these aro the programs (or components of pro-

yrams) that will eventually be carried as codes in the student and/or

staff files. Here there are programs (two different meanings) that are

not mutually exclusive. For instance, a regular classroom teacher may be

funded under a Title III project. Students of that teacher are pre-

sumably being taught by some reading program or prcyrams as refined

above. One could retrieve data for that set of students being taught

directly by a source supported by non-regular school funding if there

were a listing of those prujects by funding source having instructional

or other direct service compcilents. The student files would contain the

project code number and they could be located by th:q number. Thus, several
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sub-categories of programs ere needed at this level. One sub-category

should contain a listing of programs or projects by funding source, with

program or project descriptions containing a list of pertinent components

(e.g., teachers, cultural enrichment, work-study, language development,

etc.).

Another sub-category is simply programs, regardless

of funding source. For example, this sub-category would list the reading

program combinations discussed above and provide the codes by which stu-

dents identified with particular programs can be lacated in the data

system.

There will be programs having components or phases that cut

across major levels just described. There should be appropriate cross-

referencing within levels.

The classification of programs within levels or sub-categories

may be done on any convenient basis (e.g., curricular programs by subject

area; staff development programs by subject or skill area, etc.). There

will, however, be a separate category for experimental, innovative, demon-

stration or exemplary projects wherever appropriate. Any models being

tested in the school system may be listed as if they were projects or

programs at the appropriate level of application and category within level.

G. School Files

There are many school related variables that are appropriate

for some evaluation analyses. It is not proposed, however, that a school

file as such be automated at this time as part of thy: general evaluation

data system. School files can be manual records, with some sections

updated annually. '6ariables related to schools can be drawn from these

files by the Evaluation Department for special analyses, or thc files
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can be used as a means of selecting schools or programs in certain schools

or groups of students for special analysis.

Since schools are correlated with neighborhoods or local CORI-

munities, some community data can be included in school files.

There are at least eight sets of information about schools that

are directly or potentially related to different evaluation needs.

1. Type of school

2. Characteristics of the plant

3. Characteristics of the administration, faculty and other

staff

4. Applicable desired standards for equipment, materials,

resource facilities, staff, etc., and the extent to which

they are achieved and maintained (these would include number

of books lo'r studert in the library, laboratory facilities,

staff iutegration standards, etc.)

5. Indicators of the social climate of the school (damage

Treasures, school utilization measures, etc.)

6. Demographic and other characteristics of the '_.chool community

7. Special programs associated with the school.

8. Fiscal data (regular budget, and other sources)

The Passow study included an identification of a large number

of school and comlunity variables that were analyzed to yield composite

measures of characteristics of schools and geographic areas.11 The

variables contained in that analysis should be considered for inclusion

in a school file. However, at this time, no specific recommendation

will be made as to the minimal content of the file.

11. Passow, op. cit., "Appendix C. Demographic Mapping of the
District and its Schools.''
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Some variables descriptive of school and community character-

istics can be obtained from data elements in the student and staff files

(e.g., staff turnover rates; student-teacher ratios; student turnover

rates, etc., as well as patterns of staff and student demographic or

personal characteristics in individual schools). There is no need to

replicate such variables or measures independently in a school file.

The main recommendation, then, is that school files be defined and

developed over time as specific evaluation needs and priorities are

determined.

H. Designs and Measures

The system described so far has been one for organizing infor-

mation about students, teaching staff, programs and schools in a form

that permits great flexibility in sorting samples for evaluation analysis.

The system is a general purpose evaluation data system that can support

the irplemertation of a number of evaluation designs and research analyses.

The term "evaluation design" has at least two distinct meanings

or references as it is currently being used in the literature. The con-

ventional research-oriented meaning refers to the organization of obser-

vations for purposes of hypothesis-testing and analysis. The various

experimental and quasi-experimental designs listed by Campbell and

Stanl'ay
12

are examples. The broader systems-oriented meaning of eval-

uation design refers to the organization of information flow and data

requirements in terms of administrative t-tructures and phases or stages

12. D. T. Campbell and J. C. Stanley, "Experimental and Quasi-
Experimental Designs for Research on Teaching." in Gage, N. L. (ed).,
Handbook of Research on Teaching, (Chicago: Rand McNall and Co., 1963),
Cnapte" 5.



of the development and implementation of programs. The models of r'rovusi3

and Stufflebeam
14

are examoles of this latter orientation.

The two meanings are not mutually exclusive. The multi-level,

decision process oriented meaning is the larger framework within which

the educational research-oriented data collection designs are components.

Both concepts or meanings of the term evaluation design are pertinent to

the organization and operations of the Planning, Research and Evaluation

Division. The proposed evaluation data base is intended to support both

concepts. It is, however, primarily the first meaning with which this

section is concerned.

The basic approach, considered in this study, for measuring

performance is based on the assumption that programs in the school system

are generally not experimental. That is, while a program may be aimed

at meeting the instructional and educational needs of particular target

groups (e.g., first grade students; first grade students with low reading

readiness; sixth grade students a year or more behind in level of reading

achievement; tenth grade students with specific reading disabilities,

ietc.),' it is assumed that the programs will not be applied and admin-

istered under rigorous, controlled conditions. Thus, the main require-

ment for comparative evaluation is to be able to analyze non-experimental

data.

1 Malcom Provus, "Evaluation of Ongoing Programs in the
Public School System," in Educational Evaluation: New Rules, New Means,
National Society for the stuaT5T-Eh, Tg69,-thiiiter XI

14. 02 cit., "Evaluation as Enlightenment for Decision Making."
See also, O. L. Staflebeam, "Toward a Science of Educational Elluation,"
Educational Technology, (July 30, 1368), pp. 5-12; See also Blaine R. Wt-irthp,

Towaro a Ta"ononiy of Evaluation Designs," Educational Technology.,

(August 15, 1968), pp. 3-9.

15. The designation of specific target groups can be made more
and more precise by adding additional attributes with educational impli-
cations. Eventually specification comes down to the particular needs
and characteristics of particular individuals.
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If comparative evaluations of, say, reading programs are to be

made, and if a program is identified with an academic year, the minimum

requirement for evaluation is two measures, one a pre-measure or a pre-

dictor measure, the other a post-measure, taken around that academic

year. The same measures are needed for students in a given grade regard-

less of specific program. A third measure, made at a different time,

would increase the precision of analysis for technical reasons discussed

in Appendix A.

One reason for suggesting the development of a longitudinal data

base is that it provides a facility for obtaining sequences of measures

on the same students over an extended period of time. Thus, if testing

were done annually, the test scores for the prior two years could be used

to make analyses of programs for a particular grade level of students at

the end of the current year. Similarly, test scores for the prior and

current years could be used to analyze effects of the present year's

program on performance of the same students at a future date, when a

third measure would be taken.

The types and intervals of measurements needed depend strongly

on the definition of the instructional program of interest. For example,

as citywide testing is presently organized, the Comprehensive Tests of

Basic Skills (CTBS, Level 1) for third grade students, given in November,

theoretically could be used as a predictor measure. The Sequential Tests

of Educational Progress (STEP), Form 4A,
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given in March to fourth graders could be viewed as a post-test

when it is administered the following year to this year's third graders.

Similarly, the STEP, Form 4B administered to these same third graders

when they reach sixth grade could be the third measure referred to

earlier, if the reading programs of interest were two year programs.

While the sequence of present city-wide tests is consistent

with the requirements of a longitudinal evaluation system for comparative

evaluation, the intervals are not optima1.
16

If the STEP test were given

at the end of the year to third graders, it would serve as the post-

test for programs at the third grade level, with the CTBS (or its sub-

tests) serving as the predictor measure or measures. The relationship of

the CTBS to STEP tests at the sixth and ninth grade levels is appropriate

for evaluations of programs within an academic year.

These points are not intended as criticisms of the system's

present testing program. Indeed, the use being made of CTBS (feedback of

detailed diagnostic results to the classroom teacher within a month or

so) appears to be an excellent step. We do not know the extent to which

the Citywide Testing Advisory Committee did or did not have comparative

evaluation of specific reading programs as an objective in the design of

the testing program. It is nontheless true that, as it is presently

configured, the present citywide testing program hassome application at

certain grade levels to,comparative.1nstructional program evaluation as

envisioned here. It is limited, however, in application, particularly at

the lower grade levels due to the testing intervals.

The Title I evaluation system for the District of Columbia

uses annual data collection as a means of measuring effects of the various

16. Ther2 is another problem and that is that the STEP tests
are to be administered to a 10% citywide sample only at 3rd, 6th, 9th
and Ilth grades.
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Title I projects. In the case of that system, the primary statistical

measures of performance are obtained from rating scales filled out by

teachers for each student, although analyses have also been made of achieve-

ment scores on a program-wide basis in comparison with achievement scores

of children not in the Title I program. The structure of data collection

in the Title I system is more nearly like that needed for the proposed

system than is the structure of the present citywide testing program.

A better system of citywide testing from the standpoint of the

proposed evaluation approach would involve annual testing of all students

(at the elementary level, at least), or of samples of students based on

definitions of specific programs and considerations of attrition. The

testing could be done as early in the fall as possible so that diagnostic

data could be made available to teachers to use during the school year

with their students. This approach would make the measures obtained at

the beginning of the second grade, for example, the post-test

measure of the first grade programs. The measures obtained at the begin-

ning of the third grade for the original first grade students could be

measures of first grade program effects. They would also be the pa_ --

measures for evaluation of the second grade reading programs, and so on

up the educational scale.

Decisions about system -wide testing. or testing on any scale, are extremely

sensitive and important decisions. Before proceeding further, it is worth

identifying issues involved so that pros and cons are readily vi.ible.

At least some of the important issues are as follows:

1. Misuse of tests and test scores

There are at 4.st two major aspects of this issue. One is the

potential for labelling students and producing self-fulfilling prophecies.
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Another is the potential of tests for inducing feelings of failure and

inadequacy in students. The first is a question of abuse of results;

the second is a question of misapplcation.

2. The validity of tests

In the context of program evaluation, especially evaluation or

regular instructional programs, this is in part a question of whether or

not the test is a fair or pertinent measure of the aims or goals of the

program. It is also in part a question of whether the test is appropriate

for the population or sub-populations tested. That is, does the test

selectively discriminate against some groups of students on unfair,

irrelevant or technical grounds?

3. Test norms

This is the issue of the standard against which scopes are to

be compared and interpreted. The choice is essentially between a nc!il

(national, local or other) or an absolute critericn. These are not

mutually exclusive choices, but they have quite different implications.

4. Who decides who is to be tested, and how is a decision

arrived at? (including consent)

The Citywide Testing Advi..ory Committee is one means of ensuring

that many interests, including those of parents, students, teachers, etc.,

are involved in arriving at a decision about what tests the school system

should employ. The Evaluation Department would have to work closely with

that Committee, as well as with other departments and groups, in establish-

ing tests and testing programs in support of various program evaluations.

5. Citywide versv local testing

What are the appropriate functions of citywide testing? What

are rights and perogatives of local communities and/or schools? To a
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degree, this is a correlative aspect of the preceding issue.

6. Overtestinq

Repeated testing can have negative effects, including, some

argue, developing test-taking skills in students that enable them to do

well on a test despite a lack of underlying general proficiency.

7. Teaching for the test

If test; of students are implicit!) or explicitly given

importance in decisions about the career of the teacher, the teacher's

goal may be to teach students to pass the tests, presumably at the

expense of more important aspects of instruction and education.

8. The costs of testing

Large-scale testing is expensive in many ways not included in

the costs of test materials and scoring. TKe administration of tests,

at the very least, takes time from students that could be applied to

other ends. Similarly, it consumes the time of teachers, counsellors,

administrators and others.

9. When do tests benefit?

If tests are given and results do not get back to teachers and

others in time to do any good for students and teachers, or in a form

that can be acted upon to improve instruction, are they serving a useful

purpose?

10. The disposition of test resuAs

What happens eventually to test rasults? Are there adequate

safeguards to assure that they cannot be tsad detrimentally against an

individual now or at some future time? Tte Citywide Testing Advisory

Committee has recommended that tests used for institutional recision -

making not be recorded in the student's ._Cumulative Record Folder. if
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the evaluation system proposed is utilized, they would have to be entered

in the student data file and provisions would have to be made for erasing

them or removing them at specified timesior otherwise safeguardirg them.

These issues are not mutually exclusive, nor are they the only

issues involved, especially if the term "test" is extended to include

any instrument used tc make an assessment about some dimension of per-

formance, attitudes, beliefs or behavior.

It is not the purpose of this discussion to try to resolve or

take a ctand on the various issues raised above. They are important and

they need continuous review and examination. It is the purpose of this

brief discussion to indicateawareness that any approach to the evaluation

of educational programs and services that tries to measure output involves

consideration of very real and very important issues. In this connection,

however, there is yet another issue: what are the alternatives to eval-

uation based on such measures?

This issue, like the preceding ones, is complex and easily

distorted by simplistic statements or analyses. Even at best, the issue

is controversial, and there are contrasting views or approaches held by

eminent authorities in the evaluation field.
17

The main conclusions of

the present study are that measures of inputs (programs, facilities,

materials, equipment, ser-ices of all kinds) and the way they are distri-

buted, used, administered and cont.'olled are necessary and important for

answering some questions. Indeed, they must be obtained in order to

determine the extent to wh:ch schools and programs meet design standards

17. Cf. Lee J. Cronbach, "Course Improvement Through Evaluation,"
Teacher's College Rezord, LXIV (1963), 672-683; and Michael Scriven, "The
nethOology of Evaluation," in Perspectives of Curriculum Evaluation.
AERA Monograph Series Curriculum Evaluation. (Chicago: Rand McNiT17, 1967).
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and policy requirements. But it is also the position of this study that

the ultimate measures of effectiveness of programs are output measures.

Whatever the program, the focus should be on who is benefitting, how he

is benefitting, and how consistent the benefits are with the goals and

objectives of the program.18'

vio return to the question of the kind and amount of testing that

would be desirable from the point of view of the evaluation system, there are

a iinber of alternatives that may be considered. The following consider-

ations are restricted to evaluation of reading programs, but can be

extrapolated to other programs.

1. Inter and Intra-Propram Evaluations

An annual citywide test given early in the fa/1 at each grade

level would permit a gross comparative evaluation of approaches to teaching

reading cne and two years after a given academic year. It is our assump-

tion that diagnostic tests of readiness and of basic abilities in ria6ing

(or mathematics) can be appropriate as measures of performan:e. It is

also our contention that results of testing should be fed back to teachers

as quickly as possible for improvement of instructional services. Thus,

the "pre-test" should be an active input into tr "program."19A sampling

approach to annual testing would be feasible from the point of view of

the evaluaJon system. It would, however, be inconsistent with the aim

of feedback of useful results to teachers.

18. There is of course the further question: are the goals
of the program worthwhile? The position taken here is that it is an
evaluation function to provide analysis of and comment on the worth-

whileness of goals, but it is not the function of evaluation to choose
program, end/or system goals. The evaluation function should assure that
there are reasures for whatever goals are chosen.

19, Provision needs to be made for checking and correcting
the misuse of the data cited earlier. There should also be a system for
determining the extent to which the feedback is used to greatest advan-
tage to the student.
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Interpretations of comparative results based on annual testing

would be "contaminated" by the differential involvement of students in

summer programs, especially those programs having a direct bearing on

reading achievement. The effect of summer programs could be taken into

accovn, again on a gross basis, by including involvement in summer pro-

gram,... as a predictor variable in analyses of programs for the succeeding

year. However, post tests at the end of the following year would be

better for evaluating some summer programs.

Some reading programs have measures specific to the program,

at le4si, at intermediate stages. A case in point is the Initial Teaching

Alphntet (IlA) approach to teaching children to read. For such programs

the sy*,terr, must include the pre- and/or post measures specific to the

program as a means of assessing intermediate effectiveness on a non -

comparative basis. The intermediate or program specific post-measure

snould be mad:e at the end of the school year, or during the year as

appropriate. There will still be a question, it is assumed, of the

eAtent to which individual students taught by a particular approach

eventually learn to read, as measured by some generall:! acceptable

standard, regardless of achievement of unique intermediate goals within

a prograr. Thus, the program-specific intermediate measure is not a

20
replacement For a broader criterion measure (or measures).

Some instructional approaches are based on self-pacing of students.

Typically, individualized instruction means that each student develops

at his pace, proceeding from one specific goal to the next, more or less

independently of his classmates. General evaluation tests geared Zo a

time-bound schedule may unfairly penalize such approaches in the short

run. The evaluation system needs to know what students are in such program;

20. See, however, footnote 18.
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in order to interpret results fairly and realistically. But it is still

assumed that students learning under self-pacing regimes, etc. should

develop needed skills at some point in time. Hence, a general evaluation

measure is still needed, although its use by the Evaluation Department

requires special procedures. Here it may be noted that by setting up the

data system on a student-program basis, the evaluation function has

precisely the capability needed to take account of variations in programs

in terms of intermediate goals and variations in instructional approach.

The system is not restricted to making routine, mechanical observations of

performance of ucossly defined groups of students, regardless of important

variations of programs. On the contrary, it has the capability of eval-

uating the progress of individual students in relation to specific edu-

cational programs or projects. It can thus help assure, if used properly,

that the educational system does in fact develop in each student at some

time the knowledge, skills and competencies that parents, community and

others want and expect them to acquire.

2. Special sub-studies

The presumption to this point has been that the evaluation

system will have to utilize data for evaluation that are non-experimental

and that are routinely collected. If experimental reading programs are

designed, the evaluation system must be able to incorporate additional

pre- aa post measures that such studies might require. It must also

be able to identify the students, teachers, and schools involved. These

requirements, of course, are no different from any discussed earlier.

Special sub-studies undertaken by the Evaluation Department

should use far more measures than are practical on a large-scale basis.

These should be measures of mediating variables as well as of independent
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and dependent variables.

3. Local schools, local communities, de-centralized school districts.

Should all schools, communities or sub-districts be evaluated

by the same measures? This is really a question of policy, not a technical

question. As far as technical implications are concerned, the following

should be considered.

If local schools or communities have their own educational goals,

these are what will prescribe the criteria and measures. The evaluation

system could be useful by providing some evaluation services (e.g. data

storage and ahalysis) strictly within the local context, using measures

appropriate to the local requirements. It would not be able to provide

the local school or community with co7arative output data based on

achievement unless the same tests or inst invents as those used elsewhere

in the city were employed.

4. Local tests and norms

There should be an effort to develop .chievement and ability

tests specific to D. C. There is ample evidence that current standardized

tests, even diagnostic tests, can yield unreliable or invalid results

with many of the city's children. In this respect the use of these tests

amplifies the risks of labelling and self-fulfilling prophecies. At

the very least, there should be local C un developed for all the stan-

dardized tarts currently uses. If a general educational goal is for

students to be able to develop maximally, tests should facilitate such

development, not interfere with it. One value of tests and norms adapted

specifically to the values, experiences and needs of local popylations

should be to stimulate confidence and vAriety and more appropriate edu-

cational arrangements and processes.
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Nevertheless, there will remain the need to establish that

students are acquiring, at some point, the skills and mental tools neces-

sary for further educational and career opportunities. In the case of

skills such as reading, it will still be necessary to show that the

skills acquired are indeed valid skills, no matter what form the means

of assessment takes

5. Other Measures

Virtually without exception educational researchers and evalu-

ators have been calling for more measures of more variables in Research

and Evaluation studies. Cne underlying rationale for this is that there

are many areas of learning and development in students and that any

particular program or combinat: of programs may have multiple effects.

There is no question of the multiplicity of effects of edu-

cational programs. The issue in the present context is one of feasibility

for a comprehensive evaluation system. The primary performanct variables

at least implicit in the data system as initially conceived here are

achievement variables (initially in areas of reading, and subsequently

in mathematics), scho,1 attendance, and continuation in school. It has

been stated earlier that special studios or evaluation would undoubtedly

include additional variables. The discussion of overall educational

system objectives and potential criteria implies, at least, further

variables relating to community, students, parents and school personnel.

There are many measures that would be useful to include in i data system

at some point in time. For purposes of initial development, :lowever, it

does not make sense to try to include large numbers of performance measures

in the data system. The first priority is to establish a rachinery for

making even gross evaluations that go beyond periodic school and grade
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level evaluations. irie machinery suggested will in no sense proviL the

means of making detailed curriculum improvement evaluations of the kinds

discussed by Cronbach, Scriven, SfAke and others. But it will provide

a basis for generating much more iri.ormation about the relationship of

students to educational programs than is currently possible on a system-

wide basis. As experience is gained in the use and interpretation of

information available from the system, variables can be deleted or added

as desired. But to try to include too much too soon is simply to invite

disaster.

I. Basic System Requirements

The overall evaluation data system, as a concept, has many

potentia; characteristics that would be useful for program and system

evaluation. But it has certain characteristics or requirements that are

vital in the sense that without them, there can be no viable system.

These are discussed below.

1. A student identification system.

A student identification system consists of a number that is

assigned to a student when he is first registered in the data system and

that stays with that student for the rest of his school career. A

student identification system also consists of the procedures for assign-

ing the number, for eliminating duplicate assignment of numbers, for

determining whether a student at some point in tine has already had a

number assigned, for verifying that each student does have a unique

number, for assigning numbers to new students, and so on.

There are at present two numbering arrangements in use in the

D.C.P.S., and a third in use in the Title I Data Bank. It does not matter

what numbering system is used as long as the number uniquely specifies
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each student in a way that assures that all data pertaining to the student

can be correlated with that student throughout his school career.

The identification number form favored in this study is a six

digit number with a two-digit prefix designating the fiscal year the

strident was entered in the data system. For example, 70-000317 would

apply to a student entered in the data system in FY 70. Blocks of numbers

could be assigned to schools, and the blocks would be re-useable each

year. The prefix would distinguish two students in the same school with

the same number.

The Department of Automated Information Systems has been working

on other schemes. No attempt will be made in this report to recommend a

particular scheme. The only requirement is that there be a scheme.

The other basic identification numbers needed pertain to staff

members, to schools, and to classruors (at the elementary school level).

Here, too, no one scheme will be recommended.

There are alternate means of obtaining an identification number

and basic identifying data elements for students and staff. The current

Fort, 611 is one vehicle for establishing initial lists. The form cur-

rently .ontains information that is considered important for basic school

records. The form could be redesigned to provide basic unchanging infor-

mation and initial current year information for each student (see Section

D above).

Assignment of ID numbers codid be done centrally or it could be

done at the local school building. the requirement in either case would

be for prn:edure:, to assure that every student enrolled at any given time

in each school has an ID number, that no student has more than one number,

end that no number refers to more than one student. The same requirement
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applies to staff and to classrooms. The choice of systems for meeting

these requirements is really not the responsibility of the Division of

Planning, Research and Evaluation. The Division can assist in designing

the systems, but its primary responsibility is simply to assure that the

system designed will meet the requirements of the evaluation system.

2. Unchanging and changing personal data

The second set of critical data elements are those listed as

ur tinging personal data in Section D (for students) and Section E (for

staff). As noted above, Form 611 could be redesigned to provide most

unchanging personal data for students. Another form could be designed

for annual updating of changing personal data. The same basic form could

probably be used for enrollment reporting in the fall, and for reporting

of transfers during the year. The forms could be color coded to separate

t^2 two cases.

However, the present Form 216 for transfer of students contains

all data needed for enrollment and assignment information (see # 3 below)

where a change cf school is involved except reasons for transfer. Thus, it

may be desirable to have a separate form for changing personal data for

students already in the data system and to keep Forn 216 much as it is.

The entry of the block number of a student's address, and the

correlation of block number with secio-economic indicators from other

sources, are steps that will require special procedures.

3. Changes in school assignment or enrollment during the school

year.

A third critical requirement of the evaluation data system is a

record of the enrollments and assignments of students and staff members

during each school year. For students this refers to the schools attended,
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and to the classrooms to which the student is assigned (for elementary

level students). It includes starting date and terminal date so that a

correlation car. be maintained with other data related to schools and

classrooms The same requirements apply to staff members. Reasons for

changes are important elements of information, but not critical. Total

time in attendance at each school during a school year is a critical

data element for all students. Reporting of changes could be done

periodically by each school. Such reports could be coordinated with

marking periods or could be scheduled otherwise.

Withdrawal or termination from school, date of withdrawal or

termination, and reasons for withdrawal or termination are critical

data elements for students and staff. The definition of or criterion for

designating withdrawal- dropout need to be established.

4. Program involvement

Four sets of program data are critical for the student file.

One is a record of the reading program (and changes in it) that a student

receives as part of his classroom instruction. One method of simpli-

fying recording and reporting of it by teachers is suggested in Appendix D.

A second program element that is critical is the supplementary

reading instruction or special extra classroom reading program a student

receives. A system is needed for volunteers or reading teachers or

others to record time spent with specific students. If this requirement

can be implemented successfully, it will provide a model for eventual

reporting of other supplementary or special services on a case by case

basis.

A third elerent is a record of the Federal programs related to

the student or his classroom.
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Finally, a record of participation in a summer program is a

critical data element for students and staff members alike.

For staff members, participation in any special projects or

training programs is considered a critical data element.

For all of these sets of information there must be recording

and reporting procedures. Class rosters and project rosters could be

used as reporting forms for some elements. But on a systemwide basis

these would entail a massive amount of handling to establish ID numbers,

etc. Other systems will be considered in the development phase.

In oint of fact thero is no real limit to the amount of program

information that may be important for specific purposes. Hcwever, this

is a matter of development, with additional program data added as it

becomes desirable or demonstrably necessary to do so.

5. Test data

The final critical element is test data for each student. It

is assumed that the most feasible system, if the D.C.P.S. does not do

test scoring, is an arrangement with test suppliers to provide tapes with

rosults that can be merged with the student file. If the Department of

Automated Information Systems develops test-scoring programs and does

tesi- scoring for the D.C.P.S., it could generate the tape itself. In

any case, the critical requirement is that the student ID number is on

the test answer sheet, booklet or whatever. Thus, a procedure for

assigning the ID number to the sheet needs to be developed.

The program data elements and the test data elements are critical

for certain evaluations, but not essential for a permanent data base in

the following sense. A permanent student identification systel;', master

file and enrollment and assigrvient record are essential for any general
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of special evaluation studies. Program and test data can always be

akled to or subtracted from the files according to the changing or

emerging interests of the school system. But the establishment of a

continuing record of students and staff in an automated data base i3 a

pre-requisite for any short term or longitudinal analyses and evalu-

ations that are handled other than manually.

In some states (e.g., New York), a day is set aside early in

the academic year for recording and reportinc of all basic data. Such

ar arrangement is well worth considering for the future as a data system

gains acceptance and expands in scope.

J. Concommitant Process Monitoring

The whole evaluation system concept: described in this chapter

i! based on the acquizition,maintenance and analysis of data reported

by or obtained from different sources. Studint variables, staff variables,

categorical program variables, and performance measures are to be com-

b-fled and analyzed on an automated basis. 1, very real constraint has

been to select, for purposes of initial development, the minimum variables

considered necessary for any kind of comparative analysis of programs

and prpgress. An enormous number of variiitles have been excluded from

inclusion in the data base for reasons of practicality rather than of

relevance.

It is assumed that special projects, such as Title III projects,

will include as part of their individual evaluation designs, field

observations and measures of processes as appropriate. Howevilr, the

same kind of information is needed for the evaluation of regular school

programs as well. It may be found that For some groups of students, one

approach to teaching reading skills (Proram A, say) seers to work better
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than another (Program B). But within Program A there will be a large

variance of results among different teachers. Fifty different teachers

may use the same materials and general approach fifty different ways.

One way to try to deal with the known variability among students and

teachers is to collect more and more specific measures of the methods,

styles, characteristics an other factors associated with the actual

implementation of curricula in classrooms. There are severe limitations

to this approach for a generalized data bank. There are too many potential

variables involved, even if feasible observation and recording schemes

could be developed, to try to include them for all students and teachers.

But an evaluation system that can only report outcomes, even with a

number of conditional variables taken into account, is severely limited

in clarifying, for example, staff development needs, or in identifying

and pin-pointing specific areas for curriculum improvement.

A field observation system is needed to supplement the data

base. The field observation system should collect information about

operational conditions. Information is needed on the variations of ways

in which different appraoches or programs are implemented by teachers.

Information is needed about the problems that teachers find in using

various materials. Information is needed about students' reactions to

materials and instruction. Information is needed about how tutoring

affects the classroom instruction a student receives.

The data base could contribute to the design of field observation

or process evaluation studies. For example, if distributions of reading

instruction programs were obtained in the fall, samples of schools and

classrooms representative of specific programs or approaches could be

selected. Field studies, with many varibles measured, could be made
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during the winter and sprino. The data collected could be correlated

with performance analyses made in the regular evaluations based on test

results and used either to help interpret the statistical results or, if

desired, entered into selected statistical analyses as covariates or

treated as independent variables. In either case, the combined use of

field observation with comparative or single p-ogram evaluations using

output performance measures would yield dieqnostic and programmatic infor-

mation that neither approach alone could provide.

There are a number of serious considerations in the use of a

field data collection and observation approach. Who should do the observ-

ing or information gathering? What measures, recordings or observations

should be made? What would be done with the data as far as individual

teachers are concerned? Would there be immediate feedback to teachers

that would help improve instruction, or at least be useful to the teacher?

Would the label evaluation immediately introduce a factor into the situa-

tion that would interfere with obtaining valid information? Hod, speci-

fically, would teachers benefit? How, specifically, would students benefit?

The purpose of process observation should not be to evaluate

individual teachers in order to rate them. It should be to obtain infor-

mation about variations in the dimensions of applications of different

programs.

There are many ways that process monitoring can be planned and

implemented. It is important for the Division to explore the

various approaches and procedures wit.. all affected parties. As with the

use of tests with students, classroom observation or process moni-lAying

can be destructive or constructive. The aim should be to make it maximally

constructive by emphasizing positive and immediate feedback as well as

long-term programmatic inproverent.

'1
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VIII. AN EVALUATION SUBSYSTEM FOR IhNOVATIVE OR

EXPERIMENTAL PROJECTS OR PROGRAMS

A. Introduction

This section deals with strategies for evaluation of Innovative,

Experimental, Demonstration or Pilot programs or projects within the

school system. It is assumed that these programs or projects are insti-

gated or initiated in one of three ways:

1. as a result of the long-range plans of the system

2. as a result of short-term program planning supported through

Federal funds

3. as a result of the emergence of ideas, interests and require-

ments locally or from outside the system.

The tasks of the Planning, Innovation and Research Division, in

any case, should be to:

1. help identify the needs and priorities for innovative projects

2. help assure that there is maximum opportunity for incor-

porating or adopting the project or its components in the

educational system if it is successful
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3. assure that appropriate evaluative data will be obtained

at different periods of time

4. assure that there is maximum provision for feedback and

utilization of knowledge and information about the project

5. evaluate the fate of projects and perform follow-up eval-

uation of adopted techniques and of project participants

6. recommend organizational and procedural changes to improve

Cie processes of initiation and incorporation of innovation

To accomplish these tasks, the Division needs to be able to:

evaluate the educational impact of a project and perform

correlative planning and review functions both before and

after initiation of projects

2. provide guidelines for and technical assistance in evaluation

of the project in its different phases of development and

implementation

3. schedule and implement (or monitor scheduling and imple-

mentation) of dissemination of information about results of

projects as appropriate

4. monitor and report on incorporation of adoption processes

and consequences.

There are a number of considerations in evaluating or projecting

the impact of a project. Tne national PACE program has provided a

comprehensive management mods covering project phases from proposal

development through final appraisal.
1

It nas many excellent and incisive

1. A Comprehensive Model for Managinq an ESEA Title III Project
from Conce tion to Culmination. Reporin. 3 of the Second Rational Study

. ovinber 1a, 338.
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guidelines for management and evaluatioi. Its essen'Aal thrust is toward

systematization, planning and orderliness. There are, as noted elsewhere

in this report, other models and approaches with varying degrees of

application to Title III projects.2

From the point of view of the D.C. ruolic School System and

strategies for evaluation, it is important that there be a system for

relating projects such as Title III projects to the objectives, plans

and needs of the school system in a coherent fcshicn. The Division of

Planning, Research and Evaluation should be a focal point for projective

and evaluative data on all experimental, innovative, exemplary, demon-

stration or pilot projects.

To serve such a purpose the Division must be informed about all

such projects, n'A just Title i and Title III projects. It needs to have

access to information on what projects are initiated, where and how they

are initiated or bQing implemented, what they are doing, whet their

implications for the system are, and so on.

The following list is an overview of the kinds of information

that should be obtained for Innovative, Demonstration or Experimental

Projects.

1. A definition of ths scope of the project

a. To whom does it apply? To what target group or

groups, or neighborhood or community?

b. To whom else, or where else,in the system could or will

the project apply if it is successful?

2. As part of this study, a review was made of a number of
evaluatim models being used in Title III )rojects throughout the country.
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2. A definition of the overall areas of effect of the project

a. Wha-, is the primary area of effect? (Skills or behavior

of students? What skills? What behavior?)

b. What are the secondary areas of effects? Attitudes? New

systems of diagnosis and management of behavioral

problems? Etc.)

3. Specific objectives of the project for each phase of the

project.

4. Probability of success with respect to each objective at

different points in time (estimated by the Project Director)

5. When effects may be expected ( a statement of when one should

look foi what results if the project is successful)

6. The time frame of the project (Dates of phases, and mile-

stones within phases)

7. The steps to be taken by the education system to incorporate

components of the project if and as it appears appropriate,e.g:

a. What recruiting?

b. What trainiog?

c. What procurement?

d. What personnel and agencies involved?

1) How are they to be brought in?

e. What legal or policy changes are needed?

8. The steps that need to be taken to enter appropriate data

from and about the project in the system evaluation data

system

9. The provisions made for evaluation of the project at

different phases
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a. Designs

b. Measures, instruments

c. Procedures

d. Responsible person or agency

10. Related projects within the system in terms of:

a. Methods

b. Target groups

c. Categories of objectives

11. General and specific educational and/or research issues

involved

12. Assumptions underlying incorporation of the project or its

method

13. A cross reference to other instances of same or sililar

approaches or activities or programs outside of the school

system (i.e., elsewhere in the educational field)

These general elements of information are amplified and related

to specific phases of evaluation in the following sections.

R. Evaluation related to project initiation

Information related to project initiation may come from the

project proposal or it may have to be obtained from the project staff.

Some information will be generated by analysis of project information.

In any event, the (ollowing data should be available in the Planning,

Research and Evaluation Division as a project evaluation data file.

This data should be maintained as = regular part of the Division's

resources in parallel with the overall system evaluation data base.

The file for project initiation should provide baseline information for

subsequent evaluation and planning.
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1 A classification of the project or program.

a. Type of Project

1) Major areas:

a) Curricular - concern is primarily to develop

and/or test approaches and methods of instruction

related to iemtifiable student skills, infor-

mation, knowledge, etc.

b) Psycho - educational - concern is primarily with

the behavior, motivation, health, adjustment,

etc., of students as these affect. or bear on

the educational process, and with ways of

changing or improvins them.

c) Systemic - concern is with:

(1) improvement of system characteristics

(staff competence; assessment procedures;

classroom management; support operations;

availability of materials, facilities,sup-

plies, and resources already extant in the

system in some form; etc...)

(2) changes in system arrangements, processes,

structures, )rganizations, etc. (e.g., new

roles and relationships for students, teachers

parents, community, administrators, etc; new

models or criteria for operations, procedures,

selection, or d.stributions of services,

material, personnel, etc.).

An innovative or experimental project may be concerned with any

_1 (i 0
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or all of these areas, although probably not simultaneously at particular

points in time or with respect to developmental approach. Thus, the

project may aim at basic changes in a curriculum, and its initial step

in doing so may be through the establishment of new roles for and

attitudes of students, parents, teachers, and others. Here the project

could be classified curricular-systemic (new arrangements).

2. Target groups and environments

The project may be aimed at specific primary target groups (e.g.,

certain types of students, teachers, etc.,) or at institutional or

sociological groups (schools, communities, parents in a school attendance

area, primary level elementary teachers in schools in a particular geo-

graphical area or eligibility category, etc.). The designation of target

groups may be specific to environments or it may not. If environment is

a separate consideration, description of its pertinent demographic and

other characteristics should be included. If the project is related to

particular types of communities or geographic areas, their parameters

should be designated so that projections can include consideration of

demographic, economic and other trends.

3. Application to system objectives and noals

Any project must have some relationship to the needs and

objectives of the educational system. These should be stated. To what

need (or needs) is the project addressed? What long term objectives of

the system will be supported if the project is successful?

4. Design specification

This is a description of the specific methods, procedures aNd

techniques to be employed in accomplishing each phase of the project.

This information should serve co indicate what the design components of

(.1, I
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the project are expected to be, and what the expected sequence of devel-

opment and implementation is, and to indicate what kinds of perforoance

standards or measures may be applicable. These may be gross categories

at first, with increases in specificity as the projcct progresses.

5. Input resources

This is a refinement of the design specification in that it

provides a statement of the specific types of personnel, materials,

equipment, and so on, associated with each design component and stage

of the project.

6. Initiation or generation process

This should be a complete statement of how thl project was

initiated. It should include a statement of who was involved, and in

what way or in what capacities. It should include a description of the

role of the school system in initiating the project, and a brief des-

cription of the sequence of approvals, recisions, appeals, etc., that

led to funding of the project. Finally, the initiation description should

include a flst of alternative or r.-.4peting approaches that were rejected

in favor of the present project design.

7. Planned organizational and administrative structure of the

project.

This is a statement of the organizations, responsible personnel

and agencies involved in the direction and control of the project. It

includes the project management, advisory or steering committees, and

operational component directors (e.g, director of training,director of

school operations, director of community activities, etc., as appropriate).

1 0 2
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8. Project Issues

This is a statement of the educational and/or research issues

underlying selection of the project approach. The issues may be edu-

cational, technological, sociological, and so on. They should be

explicated as part of the project description. The intention here is

not to make the statement of issues a project selection criterion per se.

The basic purpose is to provide inputs to the development of a system

for organizing, analyzing and clarifying issues and related needs for

innovations or change. One step in identifying new directions, it is

suggested here, is to determine and examine ti-'e issues to which different

projects are addressed as these are seen by project and program directors.

This initial data base for each experimental or special project

should enable the Planning, Research and Evaluation Division to make pro-

jections of the potential impact of the project on the system. Projection

may take several forms or have several dimensions. Some projects may

have little or no application beyond the environment in which they are

implemented. This may be because the project addresses a problem, con-

dition or need that is unique to the particular school (s) or community

for any of a variety of reasons, including the specific needs and

characteristics of the ....10)1 or community, legal or policy constraints

or requirements that would limit application elsewhere, and so on. the

project may he addressed to problems arising from particular conditions,
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such as overcrowding, and would apply as such only in areas where this

condition occurs now and is expected to continue, or is expected to occur

if population trends prove correct. Some projects have potential

application elsewhere in the system because they address target groups

or problem situations that are not restricted to a particular locale or

to the groups included in the immediate project. For example, the project

ma:'/ deal with techniques for helping severely emotionally disturbed

children at the level of kindergarten through 3rd grade. It would

potentially apply to the total population of such children throughout

the system. The project may concern the joint involvement of students,

parents and teachers in curriculum planning and design and it could

provide a model potentially applying anywhere in the system.

the project may address a condition, situation or ti.7 Hp

whose total distribution is at present unknown or uncertain.

example, the target group may be first grade children with spe.iic

perceptual-motor problems that may interfere with learning to or

with students with emotional problems in the home, )r with to h 0

have difficulty relating to students, colleagues or parents, al ' c 11.

These are hypothetical target groups. The point is that prof

the total potential population may be impossible until a sury / 1. ode

that specifies prevalence or defines the total expected eligi

The task of the Planning, Research and Evaluation Di. is

to assure that such projections are made for Title III project- ._ .ell as

for other experimental, innovative, pilot or demonstration pro,: 'cts.

These is no set forrula for projecting the scope cf applicabi,iv of

1U Pi
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all projects. The basic question is: if this project is successful,

to whom else or where else it will apply? The objective of the analysis

is to specify the scope of application as precisely as possible, and to

identify assumptions underlying or limitations of knowledge about ex-

trapola ti. 1. The reason for making this extrapolation is to assure that

maximum advanced planning and preparation is accomplished, and that

intermediate or preliminary steps or studies are undertaken where there

is uncertainty about advanced applications. Clearly sumo projection of

this kind is needed before projects are funded. It is assumed, however,

that further analyses and projections will be necessary or appropriate

after finding and that the Division should have the staff capability

and responsibility to make them if they cannot be mad? elsewhere.

A second aspect of the projection of impact is the projection

of the resource requirements and development tasks necessary if the pro-

ject is to be incorporated. Given that other areas of application

can be identified, what resources (personnel, material, space, facilities,

etc.) will be needed to extend the project as applicable throughout the

system? What would be the assumed increase in involvement from univer-

sities? What are the training requirements? Whet are the implications

for the involvement of various operating departments?

This is not necessarily a straightforward multiplicative cost

and resource analysis task. There are important considerations about the

real conditions and requirements for application of innovative or devel-

opment projects, title III fundet, or other wise, elsewhere in the system.

The successful initiation and implementation of the project or method may

be based on utilization of skills, attitudes, resources and agencies

al reldy available in the project environment. If these do not exist in

other parts of the system to which the project is potential ly or theoretically

(:
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applicable, successful incorporation of the project will depend on

developing them. To do so may involve considerable prior effort before

incorporation is attempted or undertaken. For example, are there implicit

assumptions about the skills, resources, attitudes, and so on, of the

community in the successful use of the Charette for designing new school

buildings? There may or may not be. One function of projective analysis

is to examine such possibiliti s to identify development or preparation

needs. The purpose of such analysi_ is to try to maximize the expected

value and effectiveness of the project, method or technique wherever it

is applied.

One source of information for such projections is the issues

section of the project data file. Gther sources are the design and

resource inputs section of the file. Yet other sources are other

agencies and data outside the regular school system.

A final dimension of impact projection, implicit in the preceding

discussion, involves a preparation plan. The plan should include an

identification of key personnel, groups or agencies who would need or

want to be involved in the diffusion or incorporation of the project

elsewhere in the system if it is appropriate. It should include consider-

ation of maw, by which key people and others can be informed about the

project (including seminars, workshops, site visits, etc.). This dimension,

in effect, deals with the internal (to the system) aspects of dissemi-

nation aimed at promotiny the adoption of project techniques if they are

successful. The scope and extent of this aspect of impact projection

depends, of course, on the nature of the project. A project dealing with

special programs for Rubella children would have quite different irpli-

cations and requirements for incorporating than would the programs, say,
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of the I.E.D. Title III project in the Takoma school area.

There is every likelihood that projections of application and

extrapolation requirements will be very gross early in the life of a

project. Part of the purpose of making such projections is to establish

needs for more definitive information. Indeed, the approach is premised

on the assumption that inability to make an unambiguous projection is

the signal for further need for collection of data. Thus, the projection

task is a meani of determining when to obtain more information and what

information to obtain.

The task of the Planning, Research and Evaluation Division,

again, is to assure that such projections are made and updated annually.

It nay do this by making projections itself, by receiving them from pro-

jects or programs, or by working with projects to develop them. In any

event, it should be the responsibility of the Division to maintain a

documentation of projections so that anyone may examine the total spec-

trum of expected impacts of on-going projects at any time. It should

also be the responsibility of the Division to assure that implications of

potential impacts are included in the plans and budget projections of

the appropriate schools and departments. Tke intent is not to introduce

administrative delay or cumbersomeness into the generation of new projects

or into program planning and budgeting. The intent is to assure that

there is information and preparation for maximum utilization of new pro-

jects when they are successful. It is assumed that no matter who gene-

rates the basic data and makes the projections, both will be analyzed

by the Division to examine internal consistency uld inter-project and

program coherence with respect to system objectives, needs, and plans.

In this respect the Division should act as a monitor of, commentator on

ol
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and integrator for projects in different areas of impact or effect.

The final responsibility of the Division in connection with

project initiation is to assure that the necessary steps are taken for

including the appropriate coding and input data in the regular evaluation

data system. Student, staff, program and school files all may be affected.

Steps to be taken include establishing input reporting procedure3 and

schedules with the project; establishing the special test and measurement

data that are appropriate for inclusion in the data base; and determining

the input data the project needs from the data base in order either to

conduct its planned evaluation or to comply with the input and reporting

requirements of the system evaluation data system.

C. Evaluation of the implementation of the project

Evaluation related to the initiation of a project, as defined

above, is primarily concerned with projecting the impact of the project,

determining requirements for preparation necessary for adoption or incor-

poration where applicable, establishing baseline Jescriptions against

which to monitor and assess programmatic changes and their implications

for future impact, and incorporating project data into the evaluation

data system for future evaluation purposes.

Evaluation related to the implementation of the project involves

the designs, measures and observations appropriate for determining how

the project is working. The aims of implementation evaluation are twofold:

1. to improve the project while it is on-going

2. to provide maximally useful information bearing on a decision

to adopt the project; this is information applying not only

to t,ose who will decide, but information useful to future

project or program directors, or others in the event that
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the project becomes part of the regular school program.

The audience of the first aim is the project or program itself.

The audiences of the second aim are those agencies (School Administra-

tion, Board of Education, community groups, federal agencies, etc.)

involved in decisions about continuation, adoption, or extension of the

project, as well as those people who will have responsibility for adminis-

tration and implementation of the project if it is adopted or incorpora-

ted (this could include teachers, principals, students, curriculum

specialists, university departments, consultants, etc.).

All projects are designed to produce one or both of two kinds

of effects or results at some point. in time:

1. structural effects

2. functional effects

A structural effect is any change in organization, arrangement,

relationships, processes, roles, facilities, etc. A functional effect

is any change in performance, behavior, productivity, etc. A project

may aim at producing functional effects by first bringing about struc-

tural changes, or it may be entirely concerned with functional effects

as such. (Most compensatory and remedial programs and projects are

probably of the latter kind. Most innovative or demonstration projects

are probably largely of the former kind.) The primary questions concern-

ing structural effects are: what are they and to what extent have they

occurred? The primary question concerning functional effects is: how much,

and in what uirection, has there been a change in one or more perfor-

mance variables?

Is a new curriculum a matter of structural or functional

effects, or both? It depends upon the approach or nature of the curriculum.
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If the new curriculum involves changes in the conventional roles of

teachers and students, then the effects, if the curriculum is successful,

will be structural as well as hopefully, functional. If it is the devel-

opment of new reading materials, new courses (E g., rslAck Studies) without

changes in the structure of the teaching situation or instructional process,

then the effects will be functional (here functional effects may include

not only knowledge, but also conceivably behavioral changes, changes in

self-esteem, etc.). An Educational Resources Center has first a struc-

tural effect (a new facility and arrangement) and, second, functional

effects (teachers more effective, Lcurses more varied or interesting,

increased achievement in students).

Most structural effec+- have at least eventual functional impli-

cations or objectives. That is, the establishment of a new structure or

relationships (e.g., community control; a student-teacher curriculum

development process; teacher aides or other variations in staffing pat-

terns; a nor-classroom oriented instructional arrangement, new physical

facilities, layouts and arrangements, etc.) should have consequences for

achievement, satisfaction, communications, attitudes, behavior, etc., in

various groups such as students, teachers, parents, and others. The

changes in various dimensions of behavior may not occur immediately,

however. Thus, the measurement of functional effects, as well as of

structural effects, may require follow-up study over an extended period

of tire.

The evaluation design for evaluating project implementation

should include a distinction between structural and functional effects.

The two may be highly interrelated, and they may not be easily distin-

guishable in practice, but they are different and they have different

k
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implications for evaluation, incorporation and future implemeatation.

The evaluation design should provide for determining what problems were

encountered in establishing structural changes, what the characteristics

of the changes brought about were On terms of personnel, equipment,

facilities, procedures, criteria,mechanisms, etc.) and how they differed

from intended characteristics; what approaches were used to establish

the changes; and what the implications are for replicating the change in

other environments. TH2 design should also provide for identifying and

measuring the functilnal consequences of structural changes during the

life of the project and beyond. If the project is concerned primarily

with the use of techniques to improve the performance or ability of

members of a target group, the design should provide for specifying these

as precisely as possible, along with the entry levels of participants,

so that variations in results can be related to starting conditions and

characteristics or parameters of the technique.

D. Title IiI Program Evaluations

As the preceding sections have indicated, evaluation of inno-

vative, experimental or pilot projects involves both projective evalua-

tion aimed at maximizing the likelihood of impact of a project on the

overall system, and product evaluation, aimed at maximizing the validity

of adopting or incorporating a project in the system, or of terminating

the project. Here validity means that the characteristics and merits

of the project or its components are describable, explicable and to

some degree predictable. Thesa considerations apply to Title III pro-

jects as well as to other special programs and projects in the system.

In this section suggestions for analysis and evaluation of

Title III program as such are provided. The basic air of the various

i
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analyses suggested is to generate more and more specific information

about the r_lationship of the program to the needs and interests of the

school system. The various analyses suggested are intended to be heuristic,

in that inability to make clear statements of relationships should help

to establish where further clarification or direction or information is

needed. Thus the various procedures should serve as tools for identifying

areas of further definition, planning, research end evaluation in and

out of the Planning, Research and Evaluation Division.

1. The relationship of projects to system objectives and needs.

There are essentially two requirements imposed on the Title III

program by the federal government. One is that 15% percent of Title III

funds go to projects for handicapped children; the other is that the

majority of funds will be used for projects that are concerned with inno-

vative approaches to educational problem.

These requirements, especially the latter, suggest that an initial

measure of effectiveness of the program (i.e., the set of projects funded)

is not only the extent to which the program complies with the federal re-

quirement for distribution, but also tha extent to which the program

generates and funds projects that demonstrably relate to high priority

needs of the system. The latter can only be determined by an analysis of

the relationships of projects to objectives and priorities established by

the educational system.

The first step in making such an assessment is to align projects

against system objectives. Thus:
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System Objective*

'

rroject u
1

u2
u3 U4

u5

P1

P
2

P
3 X X

Pj

'l 2 '3 '4 5

P1

P
2

P
3

Pi

---

In this example, Project # 3 is identified as relating in some

way with equality of educational opportunity (01) and with involving and

being accountable to the community in defining educational goals and imple-

menting educational programs (05). Other projects may be related to the

same or other objectives. Although elements are shown in tabular form

here and below, it is assumed that the actual forms of information organi-

zation will include narrative presentations or elaborations.

This analysis is intended to establish how the array of projects

funded related to major objectives, but not where, with whom, to what

extent, or when specific impacts are likely to be observable.

The next breakdown needed is in terms of target groups. Thus:

'

* See Chapter VI.
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This analysis is intended to establish the total scope of

application of each project or its components as the project is designed

The purpose of this analysis is to project the total scope of potential

application of each project or its components if the project is success-

ful and incorporated into the systcl as one of its regular programs or

facilities. A further extension of the analysis is an ordering of target

groups in terms of immediacy of effects of the project. While all projects

presumably are intended to benefit students in the long run, their inter-

mediate target groups may be teachers or parents; their terminal objectives

may be related to a community. An ordering of target groups, or outcomes

with respect to target groups or areas in terms of stages of implementation,

where this i., feasible, will help to define further the nature of the project.

Completion oc these analyses will provide a way of relating the

array of projects to system objectives and will provide a basis for state-

ments about what the potential scope of each project is likely to be. No

specific measure of the overall program is suggested at this point, although

an examination of the ratio of projects with limited extended impact (by

whatever criterion selected) to projects with extensive potential impact

could be a starting point for development of some measures of the power

or position of the overall Title III program in relation to the overall

D.C. School System. Such analysis could provide guidance in making

changes in the organization and functions of the program.

The next analysis proposed is an examination of the types of

projects in relation to system objectives. A gross typology has been

suggested in Section B above. That typology can be made more and more

specific with further sub-divisions of the major categories (curricular,

psycho-educational, systemic), or further major categories can be added

I 1 :1
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if there are projects with approaches that do not reasonably fit into

the categories suggested.

The main analysis is an examination of the following relationships:

System Objectives

Project
0 0

2
0
3

0
4

0
5

P3 X

P.
Curricular

Other

Systemic

Psycho-educational

Type

Most projects have a variety of areas of approaches. That is,

they aim at accomplishing their objectives through seve)al means, For

example, a project may undertake to accomplish its objectives by curri-

culum development, in-service training of teachers, and introduction of

pare-professionals into the staffing pattern of the school. In terms of

the above typology, this would make the project Curricular-Systemic

Improvement, and Systemic-New Arrangement.

The intent of this analysis is to provide a depiction of the

distribution of major approaches of the projects in the Title III program

in relation to system objectives. It is one way of examining the diversity

or variety generated by the program. Again no specific measures are pro-

posed at this point. The analysis can, however, lead to statements about



this program's "view" of the kinds of innovations needed with respect to

diferent target groups and system objectives. It also should provide

wais of organizing information that would be helpful to the Title III

Program Office and the State Advisory Council in considering the kinds

of innovative or experimental projects that could be generated in rela-

t'on to various system objectives and target groups. Finally, it pro-

v des one way, when reviewed with the preceding analyses, of depicting

tle relationship of the Title III projects to each other and of identi-

fying the areas or functions (on a very gross level) of the system that

can be further examined in terms of overall priorities,

All analyses, it may be noted could be performed both prior to

and after funding solicited and/or submitted proposals. The Title III

Program Office should provide technical assistance to proposal writers

in the former case. As a final point, it is worth restating that there

is no intention here to define rigid categories or classifications.

One purpose of making various analyses of projects in relation to the

system, to target groups, to needs and problem areas is to develop work-

able and useful categories and definitions. The development of useful

ncmenclature applicable throughout the school system is a worthwhile

ftnction of the Title III program and the Planning, Research and Eval-

uition Division.

2. Evaluation related to project implementation.

The preceding analyses were intended to help localize a set of

Title III projects within the educational system. They have treated

projects in gross categorical terms and have assumed that projects have

objectives that bear in some way and at some time on system objectives.
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The next stages of evaluation involve periodically updated impact

projections, as described in Section B above, and implementation eval-

uations, as described in Section C.

No further comment on project impact projection will be pro-

vided here. The primary point of concern is with the continuing eval-

uation of project progress and outcomes. Some general guidelines for

evaluation design and analysis in the measurement sense are provided in

Appendix B. These should help the Title III Program Office review and

evaluate proposed evaluation plans of projects. Questions such as the

following need to be considered:

- is the project, as designed, amenable to evaluation by one

of the design strategies suggested in Appendix B? Which one?

If none, what changes would have to be made to make it so?

- are there clear criteria of success established for each

phase of the project? is there provision for P;tablishing them?

- have long term consequences of the project in terns of struc-

tural and/or functional effects been identified (i.e., if a

follow-up beyond the duration of the project is considered,

is it clear who or what should be followed and what measures

or indices should be obtained)?

- is the evaluation approach likely to provide information about

the role or influence of administrative variables or character-

istics?

- are there critical decision points in the project design and

is it clear how evaluation activities are related to those

points?

- is there a provision within the project for resolving dis-



crepancies or problems that arise in the course of evaluation

(i.e., is the operational relationship between evaluation and

project staff clear and agreed upon)?

- how is the evaluation design related to the school system

budgeting cycle? (i.e., what evaluation outputs will be avail-

able at what points in time in relation to system planning

and budgeting)

- how does the evaluation plan relate to the issues under-

lying the project's approach?

- assuming the proje-t is successful and adopted, is it clear

how the evaluation plan or design will provide information

about the parameters of the project to be maintained when the

project or its techniques become part of the regular educational

program of the system?

- is the evaluation plan geared to maintain an explanatory

record of changes in the project's design, objectives, etc.?

- does the evaluation design utilize performance measures avail-

able or applicable elsewhere in the system? If not, would it

be appropriate to do so?

The intent of these questions is to provide a means of analyzing

and guiding project evaluation so as to maximize the generation of infor-

mation useful not only to the project while it is in operation, but to

the system in subsequent planning, decision making, and implementation

of the results of innovative projects. There is no single formula or

aggregate measure for evaluating the effectiveness of the manifold of

experimental projects conducted under Title III. But one measure of

effectiveness of the Title III program is the extent to which it gene-

1 S
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rates suffici_nt information about each project funded so it is clear

how the project applies elsewhere in the system, or how it compares to

similar projects or approaches tried outside the system.

As a general point, experimental projects can and should collect

more data than are feasible to include in a system-wide evaluation data

base. At least two sets of data for Title III projects should, however,

be included routinely in the data base:

a. coding the files of students, staffs, and schools, as

appropriate, with numbers indicating involvement in specific

Title III projects;

b. coding of control or comparison groups outside the project

in similar fashion when this is appropriate.

3. Evaluation related to incorporation of innovations into

the system.

The final aspect of evaluation of experimental projects concerns

the disposition of the project. If it is not adopted by the system,

there should be complete analysis of why not. The causes of non-adoption

may lie in the project (it did not prove feasible), in the program (it

did not provide adequate support or advanced information or publicity for

timely adoption) or in the system. Or they may be distributed among a

number of sources or causes. The point here is that it should be the

responsibility of the Plannino, Evaluation and Research Division, as

the parent agency of the Title 111 program, to document the reasons for

non-incorporation of a project and to analyze the implications of these

for future projects.

If a project or its components are adopter!, should be the

responsibility of the Division, or at least of the Title III Program

1 _1 9
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Office within the Division, to assure that the appropriate departments

and agencies have sufficient specifications of th9 new technique to be

able to monitor and evaluate its performance as part of the system's

regular programs. It is r:..cognized that this is not necessarily a mech-

anical affair. But in many areas, there aid critical parameters that do

need to be maintained if the innovatiion is to continue to have its

desired effect over an extended period. For example, if the innovation

is a joint student-teacher curriculum planning and development process,

what are the characteristics of the process that are of central importance

and that need to be maintained? If it is a university-school-community

arran,:ement, what are its important characteristics that should be main-

tained if it is incorporated into the system? What skills, communication

channels, back-up support functions, and so on, are essential?

These are obvious questions, but they still should be made

explicit, and information bearing on them shwild be made part of the

"package" adopted by the system.

The overall effectiveness of the D.C. Title III Program, it is

suggested here, is related to the extent to which the program generates

changes that have a measurable effect on the educational system either

through success or failure of its projects. This is not to say that the

program is effective only if it generates projects that succeed. Routine

application of that criterion could lead to funding only high likelihood

projects which may in fact be trivial. The failure of projects genuinely

addressed to significant issues and needs in the educational system pro-

vides important information if the reasons for failure can be translated

into further action, recommendations and better future projects. The

urgent need of the program, therefore, is to maintain a very close linkage

104



between the information it obtains about projects, and the significant

characteristics and goals of the educational system.

1 2 1
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IX. OTHER RESEARCH AND EVALUATION NEEDS

A. Introduction

Taken together, the evaluation data system and the innovative

projects sub-system will,when fully implemented, enable the Planning,

Research and Evaluation Division to provide much evaluative information

about regular school programs and about special projects. The evaluation

system described earlier has been oriented particularly toward evaluation

of reading instruction programs, and more particularly, reading in-

struction at the elementary grade levels. It has also been based on the

assumption that the main measures of performance would be standardized

tests administered throughout the system, at least on a sampling basis.

For the most part, the system is designed to use information or data

currently available in some form somewhere in the educational system.

The functions involved in tie implementation of the data systems

are planning and evaluation functions. There are a number of research

tasks needed in support of the system planning and evaluation functions

that should be undertaken by the Division. Some of these will be des-

cribed briefly in this section.

B. Suggested Research Tasks

1` 2
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1. Research and Development of New Tests and Measures

There is an urgent need for development and testing of more

measures of student achievement, attitudes and behavior. Tests speci-

fically designed to provide valid and reliable measures of cognitive,

socia' and emotional, and behavioral development of the city's students

are needed.
1

Task-oriented instruments, such as those developed for the

National Assessment Program, are also needed to provide criterion ref-

erenced evaluations in addition to norm referenced evaluations. Means

of measuring productivity and creativity other than by course grades are

needed. There is also a strong gen,ral need for the development of

practical unobtrusive or non-reactive measures of cognitive, emotional

and behavioral development that are applicable to evaluation of regular

programs as well as to special projects.

The Research Department should work closely with the Pupil

Appraisal Department, as well as with the various curriculum departments,

to establish priorities for the development of a number of such measures

and instruments, and to design adequate field tests of new instruments

as they are developed. The Research Department should also be responsible

for assuring that there is sufficient information for preparation and

scheduling of incorporation of all such performance measures in the

evaluation system as aopropriate. This applies to the designation and

coding of samples of students to be used in field testing as well as to

routine inclusion of sucu data for all students.

1. The Division of Planning, Research and Evaluation is currently
working on the development of a reading test fc.r inner city children in
connection with Title I evaluation.
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2. Further Measures of System Performance

The primary measures of performance of the system that the data

system will provide have to do with student achievement and distributions

of programs and services. There are other objectives (see Chapter VI) with

other criteria. There have to do with system functions and processes. Each

mechanism developed by the system, or forced on it by outside pressures,

is worth study. The charette approach to school building design; the

involvement of community and teacher representatives in school budget

planning; the feedback of CTBS test results to teachers in January of this

year; the linkages of the educational system with other services, resources

and provam in the city, and so on - these and other mechanisms and pro-

cesses are all worth study and analysis by the Research Department. The

functions of the Research Department souuld be first to provide accurate

descriptions of how the processes work; second, to identify appropriate

parameters for measurement; and finally to develop measures of effectiveness.

Far more information is needed about the attitudes, expectations

and opinions of students, teachers, administrators, parents, community

groups and others concerned with the educational system and its functions.

It is needed for planning purposes and for evaluation purposes. Far more

information is needed about the behavioral ecology of the school system,

and about the ways in which it affects educational processes. It is

suggested here that these are legitimate areas of study for the Research

Department.

It is asking a lot to expect the Research Department to study

and analyze processes and functions in other parts of the organization.

The normal expectation would be that it would not be allowed to do so, or

if allowed to, that it would not or could not report adverse findings.

4 'I A
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It is not the intention here to suggest that the Research Department

should become some sort of Inspector General's Office. It is the inten-

tion of this suggestion that the Research Department can implement or

direct studies that could contribute substantively to improved planning

and more effective evaluation, and that it could also provide useful

feeiback to operating departments and to other concerned audiences.

Obiiously roles and relationships would have to be clarified and provi-

sions vlde to assure adequate coordination and non-duplication of efforts.

3. Field Studies of Classroom Variables

It was recommended that there should be field studies and

observations of instructional programs as part of the general evaluation

system. An important task of the Research Department of the Planning,

Innovation and Research Division should be to explore different approaches

and arrangements for observing and measuring classroom processes, espe-

cially at the pre-school and elementary levels. There are many persons,

groups and agencies involved in classroom observation now. These should

be consulted on approaches, instrumentation, problems and needs. Teachers,

administrators and parents should be consulted. There are many possible

arrangements and rany possible Poproaches. The purpose of the task is

to make recommendations to the Evaluation Department about the design of

field studies in support of the evaluation system.

4. Research Information Center

The Planning, Research and Evaluation Division has already

started a research information center and it can make available research

references to other departments in the school system. This is a valuable

function and it should be expanded. Another primary tasl of Ulu research

center should be to examine the project descriptions of all s,Jecial
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projects on-going in the school system and code them so they can be

cross-referenced with project descriptors in the ERIC system. Project

directors could be provided with references to similar projects, methods,

technioues or studies if they so desired. But such cross-referencing and

review of .^elated projects and techniques reported outside the system also

would aid the Division in developing future evaluation plans and in the

analysis of educational issues and projection of impacts of innovative

and experimental projects and programs.

5. Further categorization of Instructional Programs

The evaluation system described earlier used reading instruction

as the primary regular instructional area of interest for purposes

of program evaluation. Other types of instructional programs need to be

defined if they are to be included in the data system. Furthermore,

substantial research is needed to develop appropriate categories and

classifications for programs at the secondary school level. The con-

tinuing development of definitions of instructional programs for inclusion

in the evaluation system, and of feasible methods of measuring or record-

ing them, are tasks that should be undertaken by the Research Department.

6. Special Studies

It is assumed that the Research Department would be the main

arm of the Division for conducting special studies and for preparing

reports requested by the Office of the Superintendent or the Board of

Education. Hence, in the planning of staffing for the Department,

consideration has to be given to that function.

I 2
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X. DEVELOPMENT PLAN

A. General

The major development effort required is with the automatic

data processing support of the evaluation system.. While the

data base is intended initially to contain the minimum necessary eval-

uation data, there is nevertheless a large development effort needed to

make the system operational within the school system.

The main approach recommended for development of the system is

to select a small number of schools for pilot purposes. During a pilot

phase, system procedures and designs would be developed. These include

establishment of a uniform student, staff and classroom numbering system,

development of coding structures, design of file formats and computer

programs, testing of data collection forms, development of information

reporting procedures, schedules and so on.

The essential point is that the development effort should

provide ample allowance for working out problems that will inevitably

occur, and it should do so on a scale that is manageable with limited

resources. It is proposed that the pilot phase be conducted with sixteen

I 7
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elementary schools, two junior high schools and two senior high schools.

It has been recommended by the Acting Head of the Planning, Research and

Evaluation Division that there be two elementary schools from each ward,

with the secondary schools to be otherwise determined.

Currently with the development o4 the data system, selected

reading programs in the pilot elementary schools can be evaluated.

Evaluation in the pilot schools would not provide for follow-up with

students who transfer from those to other schools. But it would provide

a basis for estimating a number of important data parameters, such as

how often changes in instructional programs for individual students are

likely to occur, how much effort would be required by teachers and

principals to provide input data for the system, what changes in current

forms and record handling (both in the schools and in central adminis-

tration offices) would be most feasible, and so on. It would also provide

the opportunity for determining the most useful approach to evaluation o

of programs and projects at the secondary school level. However, eval-

uation of programs at the secondary school level would not be undertaken

during the pilot phase. Finally it would provide the means of deter-

mining the requirements for special training and for items,be included

in instruction manuals.

The data that would be obtained, primarily by research assistants

in the Division, would help establish bases for decisions affecting the

rate and form of extension of the data system to other schools. It

would provide information about the additional record-keeping that

would be involved, as well as about the potential for feedback and dis-

semination of information that would be of most value to teachers and

'..sthers.



B. General Schedule

The following is a proposed schedule for extension of the

evaluation system to schools throughout the city. It shows the approxi-

mate number of scitools to be included in the system on a year by year

basis.

Year
No.

Pre-Schools
No.

Elerni!itary

No. No.
J.H.S. H.S.

1 0 16 2
*

2
*

10** 32 8 4

3 20 64 16 8

4 All All All All

5 System Fully Operational

It is clear from this plan that a primary problem, insofar as

the student ID system is concerned, will be to provide ways of handling

the records of students who have been entered into the data system and

assigned an ID number, and who then transfer to a school not yet in the

system. M alternative scheme would be to assign ID numbers to all

students as soon as possible and then activate student files only grad-

ually as the system spreads. However, it is believed that this approach

would be equally cumbersome in terms of the special procedures required,

and that it would place a heavy bu'den on the capacity of the data

handling system too soon. Another approach would be to start with pre-

schools, kindergartens and first grades throughout the city and establish

ID numbers and files for each child. Then the system could routinely

* Exploratory only to determine system development and evaluation
requirements.

** Pilot basis only to latermine development requirements.
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pick up each new entering class. But that would take 12 years for the

system to become fully operational.

Essentially, once the data system is developed, extension and

implementation in additional schools is primarily a matter of increasing

data handling capacity.

The pilot phase should extend into the second school year from

inception of the phase in order to obtain test results the following year.

Thus, if the pilot phase started in July, it should end in December of

the following fiscal year (assuming tests are given in 'ieptember each

year). However, the data system development should have progressed

sufficiently that the system could be extended to other schools in the

second year concurrently with the final stags of the pilot phase.

Furthermore, for initial evaluation of selected programs, it will unques-

tionably, be desirable to do special pre- and post testing during the

first year. Thus, some preliminary evaluation data should be availably

about fourteen months after the start of the pilot phase if July is the

start date. All projections of time and scope of results are contingent

upon assumptions about available resources that will need to be expli-

cated in early development planning.

C. System Development Plan During Pilot Phase

The initial system design and development will involve consider-

able coordination between the Planning, Research and Evaluation Division

and the Department of Automated Information Systems. It is important

for the objectives, requirements and constraints of each office to be

delineated in detail so that design and schedule compromises can be

negotiated efficiently and realistically.



Similarly, other elements of the school system will have an

interest in these efforts and sore will be affected both directly and

indirectly. For this reason an initial step in the project should be

development of an orientation plan. This plan should identify who

(what departments, divisions, offices, etc.) ought to be formally

apprised on the project, what particular aspects of the project will he

of special concern to them, and where, when, and how project information

should be disseminated. It may be necessary, for example, to provide a

series of meetings sequenced according to the project milestones. These

meetings should be informative as well as providing a foram for enlisting

interdivisional cooperation and obtaining constructive commentary.

Fiture 3 depicts many of the primary tasks and task sequences

for implerentatioo of a computer supported evaluation system. The tasks

shown are related primarily to the student files. Although the individual

task titles reveal, in general terms, their purpose and interdependencies,

it is more important at this stage to consider task categories. Cate-

gorization permits examination of the division of labor which will be

required and the delegation of tasks within the organizational structure

which must be mounted in order to implement this plan.

Five task categories can be identified, with their associated

tasks, these categories are:

A ACT Support System Performance Re uirements S ecification,

Design and Development

Task 1) Specify system outputs

2) Specify file requirements, iLcluding data element codes

3) Design file inquiry systems

4) Design input forms

1 3 1
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5) Develop system flowchart

6) Write programming specifications

7) Review systems design

8) Prepare logic diagrams

9) Code programs

10) Create test data

11) Test new programs

12) Specify special statistical routines

B. Pre Data Collection Requirements Planning, Procedures and Forms

Desist!

Task 1. Design data collection forms and procedures

2. Develop clerical support requirements

3. Assign pupil identification numbers

4. Assemble pupil lists and instructions for schools

in the study

5. Brief schools and distribute pupil lists for verifi-

cation and corrections

6. Generate master pupil lists and identification labels

7. Apply pupil identification labels to program survey

forms

8. Develop reading program codes

9. Develop teacher - program survey form and procedures

10. Distribute program survey form and brief teachers

11. Design test score reporting forms



C Data Co'llection, Editing, and Pre ADP Formatting

Task 1) Assemble student lists (by school) from master

attendance files

2) Transcribe specified pupil data from central pupil

records

3) Verify, add and delete pupil data to lists

4) Edit returned lists; Assign and negate pupil numbers

as required

5) Complete program survey forms

6) Edit program survey forms and submit for addition

to files

7) Prepare data for computer processing

8) Correct computer outputs and resubmit

9) Collect and edit test and attendance data

10) Submit test and attendance data for addition to files

D. Computer Processing,

E. Analysis of Computer Outputs and Other Related Information

Obviously the tasks within each of these categories can and

will be expanded or, in some cases, modified or merged with others.

The purpose of the flow chart is to identify some of the more obvious

labors which will have to he staffed, scheduled, coordinated, and budgeted.

The implementation plan for the pilot phase is addressed to

data collection and analysis of reading programs in being at sixteen

elementary schools, with determination of requirements in four secondary
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schools as an additional task not shown in the charts.* The results

of this pilot project will pave the way for extending this analytical

machinery to absorb the remaining elementary schools and the junior and

senior high schools. Parallel efforts to the development of techniques

for evaluating reading programs at the elementary level should be

devoted to programs other than reading. Similar attention will have to

be given the differences in which progra.s are administered at the post

elementary level.

D. Summary

Implementation of a system-wide computer supported program

evaluation apparatus will require simultaneous analysis, data collection,

and computer systems efforts. The complexities of data collection and

school system size make necessary a phased approach to full system ocer-

coverage, even with parallel implementation efforts. This phased approach

is viewed as a three to five year effort with the following accomplished

during the first three years:

First Year:

1) Implementation of a plan similar to that depicted in

the flow chart and associated schedule. This plan

would involve two elementary schools in each cf eight

wards,

E) Development of some program evaluation forms and

111...-....11...11

* Other steps or tasks not shown include selection of pilot
schools; selection of reading programs for initial evaluation; selection
cf tests and determination of testing schedules, development of additional

data collection forms, etc. The purpose of the development tasks shown is

as stated earlier, to give an indication of the task relationships between

the Evaluation Department and the Department of Automated Information

Systems.

1
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procedures for junior and senior high schools along

the lines of those for the reading programs for the

sixteen school effort.

Second Year:

1) Extension of the reading program data collection

and analysis to mathematics programs in the pilot schools.

2) Extension of the data system to additional elementary

schools, with selected short term evaluations

3) Extension of the data system to a number of Junior and

Senior High Schools, with selected short term evalu-

ations at that level

4) Continued evaluation of reading programs in initial

pilot schools

5) Incorporation of additional special programs for analysis

and evaluation in the data base

6) Pilot testing of system in selected pre-schools

Third Year:

1) Extension of system to additional schools at all levels.

2) Longitudinal analysis and evaluation of selected pro-

grams at elementary level in initial pilot schools.

3) Expansion or modification of program input data based

on findings of first two year.

4) Continued program evaluations in elementary and

and secondary schools.
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APPENDIX A

SOME STATISTICAL MODELS AND CONSIDERATIONS

FOR PROGRAM COMPARISONS
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A. Introduction

The purpose of this appendix is to demonstrate the value of the

data system for analysis. It is not a data analysis plan but is written

soley to persuade the reader that interesting analyses are possible, and

increasingly so, as the number of years of data in the system increases.

ThE next section describes some linear models of interest and

the final section discusses some of the technicalities of analyzing data

that need not be "experimental."

3. Some Models

It is possible to set down a model that includes simltaneously

all the variables named in the body of this r?port. Appealing though

the .dea of a single model is, however, there are sound reasons for

using a number of models in actuality, because the necessary complexity of

a single model is more likely to obscure pitfalls and absurdities. It

may, indeed, spread the data over so many parameters that the testability

of mportant hypotheses is lost to a flock of trivial hypotheses. Addi-

tionally, there is a more subtle danger, multicollinearity, since the

addition of even more variables to the model makes it virtually certain

that for some variables highly correlated "surrogates" will appear singly

or in combination. The effect is to obscure the contribution not only

of the correlated variables, but of any variable. Reducing this multi-

collinearity has a negligible price: a small bias in estimating the

parameters of the included variables due to the exclusion of the other

variables.

Finally, and most importantly, analyses on the basis of more

than one model can remove ambiguities and yield assurance that a

1 3 S
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relationship holds for a number of models. (More than one model can

also introduce ambiguities, but it may well be that they should be faced.)

C. Structure

Many of the models useful in investigating the factors contribu-

ting to educational results fit into a general form called the general

linear hypothess model. If Y represents the measure of output from a

number of pupils (or schools) arrayed in a column vector, then the

model is

(1) = xp4 Ar,

where X is a matrix to be discussed, ofis a vector, also to be discussed

and shorter than Y, and (is a vector of independently distrib.oted normal

errors with a common variance.

While (1) is the format for computing and for most theoretical

discussion, another form is more useful heee. Think of X partitioned

into a left part X1 and quite a different lloking right port X2.

Accordirgly,1 is partitioned into a top parto, and a bottom part0 2

so that

(2) Y = X1/11 + X2/42 + e

The matrix X
2

is the matrix of quantitative pupil variables -

or more precisely, pupil variables entered into the model as quantitative.

The vector, 42 is the vector of regression coefficients. If ft, = 0,

then it would be a multiple regression model.

The vector/01 is the vecto: of "effects" - i.e., the increments

or decrements to the overall mean !also included) resulting from the pupil

variables entered qualitatively (at "levels.") Not all the effects are

included beeause they are not all independent. The matrix XI is the

so called desirin mhtrix and consists mostly of zeros and ones, with some

A-2139



minus ones to preserve the constraints that make the effects dependent.

If/32 = 0, then (2) would be an analysis of variance model. With both

X1(11 and x2112 nonzero, (2) is an analysis of covariance model.

The effects of and the coefficients of/32 are estimable

(simultaneously) by least squares under certain conditions on Xi and

X2, which are more likely to be violated in the case of X and which,

in that case, translate into constraints on cell size and particularly

the number of empty cells. (See Section 3, below.) An hypothesis is

testable if a corresponding linear combination of the elements ofp is

'-.:stimab)e. For each testable hypothesis, there is an F - statistic.

The possibilities for the output variable Y are many and grow

with the nassage of time, thanks to the flexibility and feedback features

of the data system. This vi..iety of possibilities is a necessity in an

evolving world, because the school system is imprecise about at /east some

of :ts goals while the educational resurcher is imprecise in his state-

ments about just what is measured by what. The interplay between goals

and the measurement of the extent to which they are being achieved is

the core of evaluation and development.

The 'nly kinds of output discussed here are ach!ovement test

scores and various gain, scores that can be formed therefrom. This

restricted discn:sion should suffice to convince the reader that no

single measure of output is possible not only because there are many

goals but also because many measurements are necessary to delimit the

advance to a single goal.

Achievement test scores are useful in comparing the results at

the end of a program with a national norm. In fact, the scores are

usually reported as 'grade-levels,' which mAes the comparison immediate.

I 4 0
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Unfortunately, by far the easiest and surest way to achieve a high grade-

level score for the grade is to begin the program with pupils who score

nigh for their graoe. Nor does this 'selection' have to be deliberate

or uniform. The comparison of two or more programs will almost inevitably

display large differences in the pre-scores (where available.) (Sae for

example footnote 1).

If pre-scores are available as well as post-scores, gain scores

measure improvement, but imperfectly. For, just as post-score is positively

correlated with pre-score, gain score is negatively correlated with pre-

score. Moreover, udder most scalings, including grade-level, gain is

differential with respect to starting point, and indeed since the scaling

for which this is not so is often unknown, it must be estimated from the

data.

It follows that it is usually necessary to look at 'adjusted'

gain scores of some kind. However, there is little possibility of

usefully
2

adjusting gain scores independently of fitting the rest of

the model (2) (unless predicted post-score is a known function of the

pre.score).
3

For example if an SES variable appears on the right hand

side of (2) because it is a pod predictor of gain, it is even more likely

to be a good predictor of pre-score, and an atf.mpt to correct gain (or,

1, John T. Daly and Charles A. Neymann, Jr. Evaluation of
ESEA Title I Programs for the District of Columbi. , 1966 and 1967. The
George Washington University Education Research Project, DeCTriWIF, 1967.

2. Charles E. Werts and Robert L. Linn, "A General Linear
Model for Studying Growth," Psychological Bulletin, LXXIII, No. 3
(January, 1970), 17-22.

3. Piccariello, formerly of the U.S. Office of Education, has
advanced such a prediction: the pupil's pre-score (in grade equivalent)
multiplied by the ratio of grade at the end to grade at the beginning.
He advocates its application uniformly across children of all character-

istics

1 4 1
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equivalently, post-score) for pre-score without taking SES account will

result in a biased correction. Thus, adjusting gain scores is a matter

of introducing pre-scores into either X, or X2, while Y remains simple

gain.

Fitting the model (2) with gain for Y and the pre-score sub-

trahend of Y as one of the X's requires considerable delicacy of inter-

pretation tocause of the negative correlation of gain and pre-score which

obtains only because of pre-post correlation and whether or not pre-

score is a determinant of gain beyond the pre-post correlation. However,

if more than two (pre and post) scores exist for each pupil in the analysis,

then interpretation becomes much more straightforward, because Y can be

gain calculated from two of the scores and the third used as an X. This

destroys, or nearly so, the negative correlation between gain and

"pre-score" because the pre-score is not part of the gain calculation.

This happy result w..1 hold whether the 'pre-score' is the earliest or

a later score or even a diagnostic score - just so long as it is not the

subtrahend of gain. The ability of the system to call a pre-score out

of the non-recent past is thus seen as a considerable increment to

analytic power.

Call the variables of X
2

'correctors,' those of X
1

'explainers'

and, generally, those of either X2 or Xi, predictors. Then, the

questior of whether a oredictor should enter as a corrector or as an

explainer deserve.; some comment. (Tne reader is directed to Exhibit A-1

fir a partial list of possible predictors.) Clear though it is, the

distinction between corrector variables as quantitative and explainer

var4a61:s as qualitative is not sufficient and may be misleading. For

example, it makes no real difference whether a two-vahred variable is
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entered as an explainer or as a corrector if no interactions of the

variable with another variable are included.

SES variables

Pupil demographic variables

Teacher variables

School variables

'SelectiW variables

Program variables

Family income
Block income
Father's occupation

Sex
Age
Race

Experience
Education

Books in library
Per pupil budget

Pre-test achievement score
Diagnostic test score

Instructional Program

Amount of remedial work
Amount of summer work

Exhibit A-1 Some Possible Predictors Of Achievement Gain

One can grow surprisingly comfortable about quantifying unlikely

variables for linear models. If something about a linear model is wrong,

it can rarely be traced to the quantification. However, a variable like

'program' would be quantified only under an unusual press of circum-

stance. Moreover, interactions are entered as predictors only after the

Assumptions of quantification have been compounded to the point where

uneasiness is almost inevitable.

1413
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Since the entering of variables as 'explainers' increases the

sample size requirements multiplicatively, this considerable cost will

be justified only if one or more of the following is true:

a. The variable has 'levels' of great intrinsic interest.

b. Quantification is an absurdity - e.g., no ordinal scale

exists.

c. Interactions with other variables are suspected.

d. The variable is one of an 'orthogonal' or nearly orthogonal,

set, (See below) and a unique measure of the variable's

contribution to the variation is wanted.

An Example

An example is the comparison of p reading programs, on the basis

of year end achievement test score. Let

Yi
1

i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 = the reading achievement test score

th
of the i pupil completing the year

1

in reading program i2 and school

13 with pupil mobility level 14,

having special remedial reading at

level i 5' and with diagnostic read-

ing test level 16.

1

= 1, 2, --- ni2 i3 14 15 i6

i
2

= 1, 2. p

i

3
1, 2, ---, s.

144
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i

4
= 1

= 2

= 3

4

i
5

1

= 2

i

6
= 1

= 2

3

The model is that

same school, tame teacher

same school, more than one teacher,

same program

different schools, same program

different schools, different program

no special remedial reading

special remedial reading

low diagnostic reading test score

medium diagnostic reading test score

high diagnostic reading test score

i

1

i
2

i

3 4.41" -Fri + SA +1Ei +Ili.; 4, AAi4
5 6 2 3 4 5 6 2 3 E

where

4/53 X31
1
i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6

x
1 i

6
the pupil's age in months

x
2 i

1

i

6
1 if the pupil is male

2 if the pupil is female

1 4 't.)
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X3 i i = the pupil's SES (discussed below),

and the Ail i6 are independently normally distributed with a

common variance.

The Greek letters with single subscripts are the first order

effects, while those with double subscripts are the two way interactions.

They sum to zero over any subscript. Two way interactions not entered

explicitly into the model are assumed to be zero as are the three and

higher way interactions. In general, a few two-way interactions are

enough to explain what little is une%plained by the first order effects,

but the likely two way interactions must be thoughtfully chosen and

possible higher way interactions carefully considered, because the pos-

sibi'ity of interactions is, after all, one of the primary reasons for

including a variable qualitatively, and a wrongly suppressed and sub.

!Aantial interaction might result in misleading first order differences

or observed real ones. It does not cost much to add an (unnecessary)

interaction or two, but including all possible interactions uncritically

is dubious in a model like this with so many interactions possible

because the cost in accuracy and computing time will be high along with

the likelihood of uninterpretable

The X's are the covariates. There is almost nothing to choose

between entering a two-valued variable like Fex or special remedial

reading level as a covariate or as an explainer variable. For many-

valued variables like age, the assumption that the marginal contributicri

((s) is the same across all levels of the other variables is a consider-

able simplification. If tenable, this assumpticn also allows comparison

14G
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of the treatments (i.e., the cells determined by the variables entered

qualitatively) appropriately "corrected" for age.

The inclusion of school as an explainer variable is the starting

point for a number of arguments against such an inclusion. First, except

for the uninteresting case of programs being 'nested' in schools (which

would require the deletion ofexi2 and a different interpretation of

i2 i3 ), the model calls for each program to exist at each school -

or almost, because empty cells are a threat to testability of the effects.

Secondly, the SES variable may be equivalent or nearly so to the

school variable. Equivalence would obtain if the SES variable were an

average income for the schciol's area. Even if the pupil's family income

co..ld be obtained as SES, the correction for SES might, in fact, explain

virtually all of t"e school variation. The combination of this argument

with that of the preceding paragraph suggests that the inclusion of pupil

SES or pupil SES plus a teacher experience variable may serve better than

a qualitative school variable.

Finally, a 'within schools' analysis including all the variables

of this model spreads the data pretty thin. The qualitative variables

names.' above define 48 p cells per school, but something like 80 third

graders per school under 100% testing seems realistic. So, the compar-

ison of even two programs,
4

would require the redefinition of the m

mobility level variable or possibly its elimination. Nothing of the sort,

4. It is worth nothing that p can meaningfully be unity in
this model. If p = 1 the model is useful For investigating the effect
of mobility, remedial reading, etc. on reading achievement. Also, a
program can be compared with itself in the non-technical sense, if gain
or adjusted gain scores calculated from more than one year's testing
replace achievement test scores in this or other models.

14!
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however, would be necessary if the school variable were to enter the

model through a surrogate covariate. On the contrary, since the school

system total of 10000 or so third graders could be used to fill the

48 p cells, even a 10% testing program would allow the comparison of

many programs.

D. Technical points

Whatever the 'design,' the cells will almost certainly be

disproportionately filled, creating imbalance. The effect of this is

somewhat startling to those used to text book analysis of variance

problems: there is no unique analysis of variance table, because the

sums of squares attributed to effects do not form a partition of the

total and the formable partitions depend on the order in which the effects

are entered into the least square algorithm. If some selection of the

possible partitions of sum of squares ( e.g., all those in which

first order effects are entered first) produces similar resOts, there

may be no ambiguity. It is worth noting (but probably not worth pur-

suing) the fact that proportionality can be recovered by randomly

droppirg some observations.5 Some ambiguities are irresolvable short of

more data or even genuine experimentation in the statistical sense.

The non-uniqueness of the sum of squares partition is quite

familiar to frequent users of regression analysis, and indeed the para-

digm for the solution of a general linear hypothesis problem is regres-

sion in spite of any apparent analysis of variance format.

5. R. Kirk Steinhorst and C. Dean Miller, "Disproportionality
of Cell Frequencies in Psychological and Educational Experiments Involv-
ing Multiple Classification," Educational and Psychological Measurement,

(Winter, 1969).
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If the imbalance extends to missing cells, some hypotheses

may be simply untestable.
6

However, similar hypotheses in a reduced

model may be testable.

6. Hugh E. Bradley, "Multiple Classification Analysis for
Arbitrary Fxperimental Design," Technometrics, X, No. 1 (February, 1968).
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APPENDIX B

SOME EVALUATION DESIGN AND MONITORING

GUIDELINES FOR TITLE III PROJECTS
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A. Introduction

In this appendix, some general guidelines for evaluation design

and analysis strategies are listed and discussed briefly. In addition,

suggestions concerning project monitoring are provided.

These guidelines are intended to help the D.C. Title III Program

Office in reviewing evaluation plans submitted by potential projects, and

in providing technical assistance to projIcts in developing evaluation

plans. They are not cook-book prescriptions or specifications.

They do not consider a number of factors such as sample sizes.

The comments that follow are based on notes and suggestions

made by two of the project's consultants, Dr. Marvin G. Cline and

Dr. Edward J. O'Connell, in the early stages of this study. They should

be regarded as starting points for the development of detailed guidelines

by the Title III Office and the Evaluation Department of the Planning,

Research and Evaluation Division.

B. ,,ategories of Evaluation Designs and Analyses

1. Design and analysis strategies

Evaluation designs And analyses are listed here according to

the types) populations and condition of measurement involved. As noted

above, this classification and the following discussion is intended to

be a form of guideline, not a comprehensive analysis. The main design

and analysis strategies are identified below as Type 0, Type A and

Type B.

TYPE O. One population - 1 set of variables; all measurements

taken simultaneously.

Analysis Type: no reasonable analysis possible other



than intercorrelation of responses; this is the

one shot case study situation.

TYPE A. One population - 2 to N sets of variables (predictors

and c...iteria) with umsures taken at separate points.

Analysis Type: Moitiple Regression or Canonical

Correlation for determining relationships between

Set i and Set j.

TYPE B. Two populations - 1 at of variables. Measures taken

at equivalent points in time in the 2 populations.

Analysis Type: t-Test, analysis of variance, or multiple

discriminant function analysis

Two populations - 2 sets of variables. Measures not

necessarily taken at sare time.

Analysis Type: Same as Type 0 above.

Essent 311y any reasonable analysis of program effectiveness

should be based on either or both of Types A and B above. If A, then

the strategy of analysis is that et correlational and repeated measures

designs. If B then the strategy of analysis is that of experimental or

quasiexperimental design. If A and B, then hnt'.1 techniques may be used.

Type A designs CM be represented schematically as follows:
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Here S represents the definition of students or other parts

pants by type to be inclueed in program:

( 01 )

( 02)
represents measurements on a set of variables at a

particular point in time.
( flit )

) (Note the same set of variables need not be employed
at more than one time slice)

and X1, X2, X3, . . . XN represents phases or aspects of the project

or treatment, temporally ordered.

Type B designs can be represented schematically in similar

fashion:
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Here C1 . . . CN represents control or contrasting treatments.

In general, evaluation of a program's effectiveness will depend upon use

of quasieyperimental designs. Misinterpretation of results based upon

threats to internal validity (history, selection, maturation, experi-

mental, mortality or attrition, statistical regression, instrument decay,

testing and reactivity, etc. is possible and must be considered in most

cases.
1

In addition, evaluation of a program's effectiveness will gen-

erally be multidimensional. Thus a program may be effective in the sense

of increasing student or teacher morale but ineffective in positively

affecting absolute academic performance.

It should be noted that the evaluator has several options and

several questions which he might consider in these designs.

1. Are pupil output measures re;ated to teacher input variables?

2. Are 2upil output measures related to pupil input measures ?

(who are the gainers and the losers?) (Caution: regression

effects)

3. Are there differences across pupils that are associated

with particular classes (mean pupil achieverent per class)?

4. Are there EV:ra-project variables (community, school, neigh.

borhood) that relate to teacher variables or pupil output

variables?

1. See detailed discussion by Campbell, Donald T., and Stanley,
Julian C. Experimntal and Quasi-experimental designs for research on
teaching. Ch. 5. in N.L. Gage (ed.). Handbook cf Research on Teaching.

(Chicago: Rard McNally, 1963).
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If the evaluator has an opportunity at the beginning of the

project to construct an experimental design, it becomes possible to examine

analytically some of these questions. If an experimental design is not

feasible, then a correlational model must be used. The minimum require-

ments for an analytic approach shou'id be:

1. Control over who gets the special treatment or experience

available from the project.

2. Opportunity to assign equivalent samples of subjects to the

different kinds of treatments ( a curriculum study can be

considered to contain a different ixeatment for each teacher

who uses it).

3. Opportulity to take measures on all subjects before, during,

and after (a minimum of 3 measures for any longitudinal

study) the project or phase of project.

4. An opportunity to take several different kinds of measures

(achievement, attitude, behavior) at each measurement point.

5. An opportunity to describe or measure the actual (as moni-

tored) treatment being administered.

If these opportunities are available and utilized, it is possible

to approach an answer to several questions about the efficacy of the

program.

However, these opportunities are often not available, so that

pupils and teachers are assigned as a unit to the project, or the project

may not be able to be observed carefully. It is still possible to

examine the projec,; with some degree of meaningfulness by preparing a

correlational rather than an analytical approach. If the several sets

of factors which impinge on the pupil (and which have been measured)
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are listed and the several sets of pupil outcomes are listed, a complex

(e.g., canonical) correlation can be carried out. This approach will

show whether variations in the pattern of input variable: are related

in some degree to patterns in output variables. This is clearly not a

causal model, so that it is not possible to say if one set is causing the

variaCon of the other. But it is possible to seek after their common

vz.-iability which, if found, contributes meaningfully to project refine-

ment, if not to ultimate evaluation.

In either case the following measurement requirements should

guide ,valuators:

1. As many input and output factors as possible related to

program goals should be identified and measuring instruments

developed for each.

2. Time dimensions of the project, and of anticipated project

effects, must be identified,. Measurement of output at a

point in time when true effects might not be expected, is

not effective evaluation (e.g., the appropriate time to

measure output of a summer program is not at the end of the

summer. This is a reasure of the input. The appropriate

time is at the end of the following school year).

3. As complete a history as possible of pupils and teachers

up to the start of the project should be ga.hered.

4. Several reasurements should be taken on all subjects before

they become members of the project (not only for baseline

measures, but also to assess the effects of procedures of

assigning subjects to treatments).

5. Careful monitoring of the project, not only to assess its
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change over time, bit also to relate this change to subject

and teacher behavior. The monitoring should be done both

by project personnel and external evaluators.

6. At least two measurement points (during and after) laie

project) should be established and data collected at those

times.

7. All analyses should consider the spurious effects of regres-

sion and the need for statistical equalization of groups

(e.g., Covary on age, achievement and SES)

2. Categorizing_ Variables

The most straightforward method of categorizing sets of measure-

ments on variables within and across populations involved in projects is

by tempr.al sequence. Thus earlier measurements can be considered either

as predictors of later measurements or as baselines from which predicted

improvements can be determined. The former is the correlational mole of

analysis, the latter the analytical mode. Focusing on the correlational

mode, let us make further categorizations.

Input Variables (Predictors)

Every project may be considered to have inputs. A most impor-

tant input is the set of attributes of the target population deemed

relevant to the .project. These may be referred to as subject variables

(Si). A second input is the set of attributes of the teacherF or resource

personnel to be employed (Teacher Variables or Ti).

OutpLt Variables (Criteria)

The outputs of a project are the sets of measurements on

Subject Variables presumed to be affected by the project. The set of

variables may be identical to or different from the input set, or include



the input set.

Potentially then, the correlational mode addresses itself to the

following questions.

l. To what extent are tne input characteristics of the target

population related to the output characteristics?

2. To whai. extent are the input characteristics of the teachers

related to the output characteristics of the target population?

Both of the above questions can be answered statistically by

means of multiple regression or canonical correlation.

In addition to Teacher and Subject Input and Output Variables,

Project Variables may be analyzed in relation to outputs when appropriate

control groups are available. In this case the analytical mode of .analy-

sis is possible.

However, Project Variables may also be used along with Teacher

and Si.bject variables as input, and treated as another variable in a

multiple ...egression model. This can be accomplished if it is noted that

the project allows for multiple interpretations or applications.

Although in many cases the project variable might rightly be called a

teacher variable, it should be clear that we learn as much about programs

as we do about teachers when we observe program variability across teachers.

C. Monitoring Curriculum Development Projects (and other pupil or teacher

treatment procedures)

There is frequently a great gap between the curriculum as des-

cribed by its developers and the curriculum as carried out by the teacher

in the experimental or operational class. The task of this kind of

monitoring is to determine the fidelity of the teaching, and the varia-

tions in teaching which are the minimum contribution of teacher dimensions.
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That is, individual teachers will use a teaching program in idiosyncratic

ways. This is to the good so long as the curriculum being tested can be

considered as remaining the same regardless of which teacher uses it.

Teacher variability in utilizing the curriculw needs to be measured,

not as a measure of the fidelity of the curriculum, but as a measure of

types of teaching technigut., which are used with the curriculum. If this

is done, it becomes possible to study the relationship (interaction)

between teacher style and curriculum, and to make a judgment about the

better ways to teach this particular curriculum. This task needs to be

distinguished from the monitoring task in which the interest is in the

extent to which the teacher ,roes in fact teach the prescribed curriculum

and the extent to which he deviates from it. Little can be said about

the effects of a curriculum if the teacher is not utilizing the curriculur

in the first place.

In order to monitor a curriculum, it is desirable to have at

least two measures of the teacher's behavior: his own reporting of the

use made of the curriculum, and an external observer's judgment of the

use of the curriculum. The former may be accomplished by a check list

of topics covered in serial order, or a series of short-answer questions

about the use of the curriculum. It is preferable not to rely on a

teacher's narrative report of his history with the curriculum, although

this might be used as a means of helping him keep track of what he did.

It is preferable to develop a log in whi.Lh he regularly records his prog-

ress through the mat.rial. The log should not be designed to restrict

the teacher's behavior beyond the poin, of fidelity to the curriculum.

It is of utmost importance that the curriculum developer specify the

dimerksions of the log in order to make this clear.
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An external observer is a requirement in most projects, even if

the external observer is a member of the evaluation team. Somebody other

than the teacher must obtain some perspective of the use of the curriculum.

Often the problem here is to find observers who are well enough trained

to know what to look for, to assign the observers randomly to the class-

rooms in such a way that the different time periods in which the cur-

riculum is being utilized are sampled, and to keep from alienating the

teachers in the process. This requires careful preparation on the part

of the a.valuati-n team, both to develop an observation scheme that touches

upon the critical aspects of the curriculum, and to organize the obser-

vation schedule to be as uncttrusive as possible.

Essentially the same procedures would apply to the monitoring

of several different kinds of projects. Tutorial, gui6ance and counseling,

human relations training, use of facilities, projects, spe,ial classes,

etc., all are examples of activities which may change extensively in

translation from project proposal to operation. This is not wrong or

bad in itself, since one should expect many changes in a project as it

moves aiong. But it is quite wrong if a relatively high fidelity record-

ing of the events of the project is not made V combining the two sources

of information (internal and external monitoring). ChaNging or trans-

forming a project either deliberately or inadvertently is intrinsically

harmful only if no one can tell what the original form was, wliat the

changes were, and what the current operational form of the project now is.

D. Monitoring of Multi-Dimensional Programs Involving System Changes

and Institutional Reorganizations

These complex projects require a careful description over time

in order to record the process of creation of the administrative or
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system changes, the difficulties encountered in introducing these changes,

the techniques used to overcore these difficulties, and the consequent

transformations of the structure of the new institutions as envisioned

by the project developers. This almost inevitably requires the establish-

ment of a role within the project of recorder rr historian whose task is

to rove through the project, as a non-participating observer, and keep a

record of all that is valuable. What is valuable, of course, must be

decided in advance in order to keep the onerver from recording everything

ad nauseum, and this decision, it is suggested here, is the task of the

project director who sets these criteria in the beginning. The areas of

greatest concern here involve the procedures used in attempting to change

the institutional structure, the oecessary backlash of the system in

responding to the threat of change from the project, and the adjustment

of the project to the response of the system.

It is desirable to have an outside examiner come in periodically

to deturmine the current status of projects, and to have the project

directors report to some sort of city-wide monitoring grnup (such as an

advisory council) periodically in order to bring these issues out in a

clear fashion.
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APPENDIX C

BACKGROUND SURVEY OF STUDENT-ORIENTED

DATA PROCESSING

Prepared by

Arthur Young and Company
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I

CURRENT STATUS OF STUDENT ORIENTED DATA PROCESSING

The data processing activities in public school systems

encompass a variety of applications in which three majcr groupings

emerge.

Financial Control Systems

Computer Assisted Instruction Projects

Student Accounting Systems

STUDENT ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

Student oriented data processing is referenced in a

variety of ways, such as student accounting, pupil personnel data

processing, pupil accounting and student data bases or data banks.

When automated records are linked, forming a large integrated file

of data. the term data base is usually preferred.

Student accounting systems can have several distinct

applications. These are:-

Census keeping of eligible school children

Enrollment record keeping

Attendance record keeping and reporting

Class scheduling

Grade reporting

Cumulative records of school performance

Psychological testing scoring and/or record keeping

Statistical analysis and evaluation

The glowth and change in techniques related to student

accounting are such that a status reading is almost out of date

as it is being assembled. One index of the rapid expansion in

this field is the growth of the Association for Educational Data

Systems. This organization formed in the early 1960's now has



membership approaching 2,000 from all 50 States the District of

Columbia and many educational institutions in Canada.

The review of status which follows is largely confined

to the major metropolitan school districts. These large public

school systems share many characteristics associated with urban

change. With Memphis as a pioneer in student oriented data pro-

cessing, almost all large city school systems are heavily

involved in some form of student data processing activity today.

I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A. Early Years (Prior to 1960)

Data processing began to have nn impact in our

society in the 1920's with the use of unit record

or tabulating equipment. There were only a few

early instances of applications in educational

institutions between World Wars: I and II. The

major growth began after World War II and, par-

ticularly, after the first commercial computers

were marketed in the mid 1950's.

Application began first in the research oriented

colleges and universities and covered a wide spec-

trum of activities. These are of interest mainly

in that these early developments probably created

the spark which set off activity in secondary

school systems.

The pioneering efforts began in the secondary

school systems in urban areas, but ironically not

within the major metropolitan cities. It was in

the adjacent suburban areas where the student

accounting applications were first formulated.

Some of these districts are Montgomery County,

Maryland. Proviso and Evanston Townships outside
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Chicago, Willoughby, a suburban district of

Cleveland. and Palo Alto and Richmond in California.

In most of the initial ventures grade reporting

was the mcst common application. This and other

student accounting applications were firs,: per-

formed on unit record equipment and then translated

to computers when they became available and within

reach of school system budgets.

Unit record equipment was used with moderate

success by the smaller school systems, which could

manage grade report processing, whereas the sheer

processing volume was overwhelming for large met-

ropolitan systems. As a consequence, the large

school districts concentrated their efforts on

financial applications.

A few large metropolitan school districts exper-

imented with student accounting in the late 1950's

and early 1960's. This experimentation was usually

carried out first by selecting two or three volun-

teer schools in a district to participate using

:!omputers to process various data. In essence,

sub-districts were formed. These experiments, even

when successful were difficult to extend to all the

schools. The mort difficult problem occurring then

and still existent today was the process of cap-

turing the data in a timely and reliable manner

without large investments of faculty time which

otherwise could be devoted to teaching and con-

sulting - the primary function of a teacher.

In late 1959, the California State Department of

Education undertook a stilly of procedures being

used by California school districts to processing
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pupil personnel data. The primary objective of

the study was to determiie how California schools

might use automated equipment to advantage in the

processing of pupil personnel data, and in so

doing. secure maxirium benefit in the administra-

tion of its educational programs. This study (1)

though limited to the State of California, is a

definitive analysis of the state of the art of

educational data processing nearly ten years ago.

Eome of the highlights of the study which are of

general interest are cited here:

11 The most striking characteristic of dis-

tricts with manual (no data processing)

operations was the lack of uniformity in

forms and procedures, even within a single

school building.

2) Few districts had established goals for

their pupil data programs. Though the

need for research in student accounting

areas was commonly recognized. this act-

ivity was commonly neglected due to insuf-

ficient funds and lack of trained analysts.

3) The record systems did not distinguish

between data of temporary and permanent

value. This burdoned the systems in the

collection, processing, and efficient

retrieval of information.

4) The study revealed a positive correlation

between familiarity with data processing

equipment and the quality and quantity of

statistical studies produced for the school

(1) A Report of A Study - Processing Pupil Personnel Data. Bulletin
of the California State Department gf Education Vol. XXXI No. 2,
1962, Sacramento. Calif. 1 6
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district. Familiarity tended to develop a

research philosophy which in turn produced

a great variety of statistical projects of

school interest and value.

5) Poor communication within thQ school dis-

trict 'was; cited as the major cause whenever

data processing VMS a failure or considered

less than satisfactory.

B. Recent Years (after 1960)

Since 1960 there has been a significant increase in

automatic data processing activities by the large

metropolitan school systems. The reasons for this are

twofold.

1) The groundbreaking efforts of the suburban

school districts demonstrated the poten-

tial rayoffs to larger schools systems.

2) A greater variety of data processing

equipment brought these applications with-

in reach of the procurement budgets of the

large urban school systems.

An outstanding case in point is that of the Milwaukee

School System which researched, developed, and now

has operating a student accounting system. The pro-

ject began in 1960 typically enough with an analysis

of work to date in the field and included a study of

several large city systems. At that time (1960-1961)

among the large cities, there was little student

accounting being performed using automatic data pro-

cessing equipment with the exception of Memphis,

Tennessee. Chicago at the time was beginning a study.

A few other large cities had pilot studies of varying

success. The major spheres of activity appeared to

- 5 -
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be in Memphis, California, Florida, and various

suburban districts throughout the country.

In 1961. Milwaukee experimented with a prototype

system using three schools. The problems of

student identification and maintaining data

accuracy were paramount objectives. The approach

taken was to make each school responsible for

the accuracy of its students' data. Other school

systems had experienced major problems when their

data was translated (usually key punched) by a

central data processing unit for all scLools, so

the Milwaukee schools elected to have each school

keypunch its own data.

Milwaukee then installed a medium sized computer

for handling all school system data processing

applications except class scheduling, which was

performed on rented equipment. The system

gradually expanded, adding schools until by 1965

all secondary schools were brought into the

system. A larger computer was installed capable

of processing class scheduling data as well.

This computer is now used approximately half-

time for student accounting and half -time for

financial applications.

Milwaukee processes data associated with student

censu'es, attendance records, class scheduling,

grade reporting, cumulative records, testing,

and statistical analyses.

Milwaukee is typical of a successful data pro-

cessing effort. Ninety-eight percent of the

students are scheduled into classes on the com-

puter. Recently a kindergarten to 12th grade

student data base was created. A central number

16
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has been given to all. students but data has as

yet to be fully integrated with past data identified

by the decentralized individual school assigned

student number. However, the wealth of data that

are now in machine readable form is sizeable and

opens the way f--_1- extensive research and analysis.

Milwaukee can attribute its success to insistence

on data accuracy. This was possible because of

local school involvement, careful training of

school secretaries and local responsibility for

input accuracy. With new data processing equip-

ment including optical scanning systems, Milwaukee

faces an upgrading challenge. The new technicites

will make it less difficult to maintain a data

base, however the central data base will be suc-

cessful only if the individual schools continue to

participate in efforts to maintain a high level of

input data accuracy. There is no reason to assume

that this will not take place.
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II PRESENT STATUS

As stated previously, it is impossible to capture a

truly current reading on educational data processing activities.

The major cities are, for the most part, very active and there is

a move in some states to standardize by using a state-wide student

accounting system.

The following comments relate to data selected from

various source materials dated between 1967 and mid-1969. These

comments are not inclusive of all the activity in large cities

and states.

The cities for which data is cited are presented in

alphabetical order with only student accounting applications

referenced.

Baltimore (1969)

Applications

High School Scheduling (experimental)

Junior College Registration and Grade Reporting

Enrollment (Annual Child Population Register)

Pupil Attendance

Test Scoring

Records and Statistics for Adult Education

Equipment

IBM 360 - 40 - Disk and Tape

IBM 1401

DIGITEK

1 G
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Boston (1969)

Applications

Master Pupil File (Grades 7 - 12)

Course Registration

Scheduling

Grade Reporting

Cumulative Record Labels

Test Scoring (City-wide)

Entrance Examination

Equipment

IBM 1401 Disk and Tape

DIGITEK

Buffalo (1969)

Census

Attendance

Scheduling

Grade Reporting

Test Scoring

Buffalo is working on building an integrated student

data bank.



Chicago (1967)

Applications

Membership

Attendance

Scheduling

Equipment

IBM 7074 Disk and Tape

IBM 1460 Disk and Tape

IBM 1401 Tape

Two optical scanners

Twelve character recognition terminals

On order - IBM 360/50 plus two IBM 1401's.

(Probably now installed)

Cincinnati (1969)

Applications

Membership

Attendance

Census

Grade Reporting

Scheduling (partial)

Equipment.

IBM 1401

DIGITEK

Cincinnati is also working un an integrated student

information system.
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Cleveland (1967)

Applications

Scheduling (experimental)

More applications under study

Equipment

IBM 360/30 cn order. (Probably now installed.)

Dallas (1969)

Applications

Census

Attendance

Scheduling

Grade Reporting

Test Scoring and Analyses

Driver Education Scoring and Certification

Equipment

IBM 360-30 - Disk

Detroit (1969)

Applications

Census

Scheduling

Test Scoring

Equipment

IBM 360-30 - Disk and Tape

1 7 3



Hawaii Dept, of Education (1969)

Applications

Program Compilation

Test Scoring

Research

Equipment

The Department of Education has no data processing

equipment. The State Government's IBM 360-50 is utilized.

Los Angeles

Applications

Membership

Scheduling (Partial - estimate all secondaricH 71)

Grade Reporting

Analysis

One full time coordinator is provider` for ear' Yo bchools.

Student data base is being built which will also be inl H d

with cumulative record information and test scores,

Equipment

IBM 360-50 - Disk and Tape

Mark Readers
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Macomb County, Michigan (1969)

Applications

Scheduling

Grade Reporting

Attendance

Test Scoring

Student Instruction

Equipment

IBM 360-50 (on order)-Disk and Tape

Memphis (1969)

Applications

Membership

Attendance

Scheduling

Test Scoring

Grade Reporting

Research

Memphis has been working on a student data base which will

include current and historical data.

Equipment

IBM 360-40 - Disk, Tape and Mass Storage (400,000,000 positions



Milwaukee (1969)

Applications

Census

Enrollment

Attendance

Scheduling

Grade Reporting

Cumulative Record Labels

Test Scoring

Grade Analyses

Research

Milwaukee now has a membership file on all students and is

beginning to establish a student data base.

Equipment

IBM 360-40 - Disk and Tape

DIGITEK

New York (1967)

Applications

Scheduling (e%perimentaI)

Test Scoring

Equipment

IBM 360-30 (on order)

IBM 360-50 (on order)

Equipment is probably now installed.

1 7 6
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Philadelphia (1969)

Applications

Scheduling

Student Directory

Test Scorir.g

Research

Philadelphia is in the process of developing a student

data base.

Equipment

IBM 360-30 - Disk and Tape

IBM 1401 - Tape

IBM 1130

DIGITEK

Pittsburgh (1967)

ApOications

Scheduling (in test)

Equipment

IBM 1401 - '7apq
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base.

San Diego (1969)

Applications

Census

Student Personnel Records

Attendance

Scheduling

Grade Reporting

Test Scoring

Permanent Records

Research

San Diego is in the process of developing a student data

Equipment

IBM 360 30 - Disk aid Tape

DIGITEK

San Francisco (1969)

Applications

Enrollment file (partial)

Schedule (partial)

Grade Reporting (partial)

Guidance Reports

San Francisco which had had limited student accounting (eight

schools) is converting on a pilot basis to a state system. The

new system is the pupil personnel application package of the

California Aucational Information System. Other districts are

involved. The Santa Clara regional district is processing San Francisco's

pilot test.

178
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Equipment

Unit record installations in three high schools.

It is not yet known what computer equipment will

be used.

St. Louis (1967)

Applications

Attendance

Scheduling (partial)

This information dates from 1967. St. Louis has

developed more extensive student accounting since that time.

State Systems

Several states are in the process of designing student

oriented data processing systems. Besides California and Florida,

Iowa has done extensive work. Oregon is developing a comprehen-

sive educational data processing system called OTIS (Oregon Total

Information System). OTIS is a partially federally funded pro-

ject encompassing the student, the curriculum, the staff, property

and fiscal accounting. A student data base is only one aspect of

this network.

OTIS is planning a variety of input methods with data

processing terminals in each school district. Large random access

storage will hold the data. The system is expected to eventually

contain data on 200,000 students. Student accounting applications

in planning and test are enrollment, attendance, scheduling,

grada reporting, test scoring and computer instruction (program-

ming). In a second phase, OTIS will develop applications related

to a population model, curriculum planning, scoring teacher made

tests, student questionnaires, course content description, voca-

tional decision making and simulation.
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file key to the success of the OTIS project is pre-

dicated upon local district involvement. Each district must

employ a full or part-time coordinator for one year prior to

receiving service.

OTIS has already published several training manuals

related to terminal training, enrollment and attendance. These

manuals are professionally done, and can be obtained through

OTIS Central in Eugene. Oregon.
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III DEFINITION OF A STUDENT DATA BASE

It is not possible to establish one guide for the con-

tents of a student data base. Much information about a student

is common, but the uses to which the data are put vary by school

system. Some school systems are concerned only with current

processing. Others wish to research and evaluate the file as tc

student progress, curriculum effectiveness etc. These latter

school systems must build up and retain much yore historical

data than a system interested mainly in processing curvant

schedules, grade reports and psychological tests results.

The data below are illustrative of the types of studer

data that are being collected and maintained.

Identification

Student Number

Name

Address

Census Tract

Race

Sex

Birthdate

Birthplace

Family

Name of Parent or Guardian

Parent's Address

Employment of Parents

Telephone Number

Number and Age of Siblings

School

School Number

School Name

Entry Date
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Last School Attended

Homeroom

Current Grade Point Average

Type of Program

Program - Course and Section Numbers

- Teacher Number

- Room Number

- Grades

Attendance - Absences

- Tardinesses

Average Daily Attendance

Psychological Test Scores - Current

- Previous

Counselor

Behavioral Patterns - Current

- Previous

- Special Comments

Activities - Honors

- Extracurricular

Health

Sight

Hearing

Speech

Physical Status

Mental Health

Exceptional Children

Added section on the status of the physically or

mentally handicapped.

Establishment of a proper student data for a given school

system is difficult. It requires systematizing record contents

which often contain extraneous data and insufficient meaningful

data. Two major problems also occur:
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1) How should the student be identified?

2) What data should be retained in an automated file?

The student identification number is one of the toughest

initial hurdles. Several coding structures are possible. All

must be predicated on a central number system if historical data

are to be maintained. This coding can be numeric. alphanumeric,

based on birthdate. combinations of names, numbers and birthdates.

or social security number.

The social security number is commonly used in proces-

sing data on adults. Besides the U.S. Government, several health

bank systems employ number series. There are opponents to

the social security number, however, and it may not be suitable

for children. One state project SIRS (Student Information Record

System) in Florida is reported to have tried the social security

number cystem and then abandoned it. Two reasons were cited:

1) Social Security Administration was reluctant to

give out large blocks of numbers for the initial

assignment.

2) Duplicate social security numbers were frequent.

Some systems such as Milwrukee use a purely numeric

(six digits and a check digit). Other systems such as Memphis

have used a combination number based on name and birthdate.

The second problem of what information to retain is

a continual one. As school systems change, some data becomes

extraneous and additional data are required. Then too, cost is

a critical factor. Random and mass storage files do not have

infinite capacity. Some historical data that might be helpful

in research and statistical analyses at some future time. may

have to be eliminated because of cost considerations.
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IV COMMENTS REGARDING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A STUDENT DATA BASE

A. Cost

The per pupil costs associated with student account-

ing are very difficult to relate. Several major

cities have reported their costs, but they do not

have a comparative base. Some of these cities have

extensive student accounting covering grades,

Kindergarten through 12th grade. Other are exper-

imental. so that a per pupil cost can be very mis-

leading. In 1967, 16 major cities reported their

per pupil cost, which averaged $2.43 per year.

This included cities which were doing extensive

data processing such as Memphis and Milwaukee, and

cities which were basically inactive. An average

for the more active cities would be approximately

$3.00 per pupil. The highest cost was reported to

be St. Louis at $4.29 per pupil.

There is some correlation, of course, between cost

and activity. As data processing is used in a

variety of financial and student oriented applica-

tions, the per pupil cost decreases. The cost for

the very extensive OTIS system which covers students,

curriculum, staff, property and fiscal accounting,

is estimated to be $6.00 per pupil. Of this $6.00.

probably one-half or less is student related. A

very crude rule of thumb would be $3.00 per pupil.

In business, the unit costs decrease as more applica-

tions are processed by the data processing center.

This same relation would apply to educational

systems.
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B. Objectives and Approach

The contents of the student data base should be

tailored to the objectives of the school system.

For example, the Oregon system, OT1S, is designing

its student accounting to provide individualized

support to the people involved in curriculum

development and in the administration, instruction,

counseling and guidance of the individual student.

This servicing for the individual student will

require a more extensive data base than one which

stops at group evaluations,

In approaching the development of a student data

base, the large metropolitan school system should

concentrate on those problems which are inherent

in most large urban areas, and must bc, accounted

for in order for the data base to be successful.

Some of these problems are:

1. Diverse Schools. Besides the standard type

high school, large cities often have clas-

sical, vocational, and comprehensive high

schools.

2. Long Standing Traditions. The large cities

may have traditions in their schools which

have been entrenched for years. One set of

procedures for one school may even be

diametrically opposed to those of another

school in an adjacent area of the city.

3. Student Turnover. The two reasons already

stated pale before the problem of student

turnover. It is true that some city schools

are quite stable. Their population is com-

parable to a suburban area. However, in

most urban areas, the number of transfers

and drop-outs make record seeping a con-

tinually demanding problem.
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4. Clerical and Teacher Personnel Changes.

These changes are naturally more frequent

in a large system. The teacher changes do

not cause a great deal of clerical effort

except in the case where the mastr,r schedule

must be revised. This would apply in the

event that a new teacher is not qualified to

teach the same subjects of the teacher

replaced. or where the school added or lost

several teachers.

Changes in school secretaries can also be a

significant problem and necessitate retrain-

ing of girls in the handling of data proces-

sing material or machines.

5. Data Correction and Maintenance. Another

problem which exists in student accounting

is who shall be responsible for processing

student changes and how will these changes

be made? This is a problem which can be

greatly underestimated. Changes involving

new students, withdrawals, addresses, home-

rooms, grade levels, subjects dropped and

added, can swamp an installation in a peak

month such as September.

The peak at the opening of the semester is

so acute in the largest school systems

that it is mandatory to make the changes

in the individual schools rather than

centrally.
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APPENDIX D

A METHOD OF RECORDING CHANGES IN CLASSROOM

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
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If, early in the school year,' each teacher who is giving reading

instruction fills in an initial reading program form for his students, these

forms can be processed and a printout returned to the teacher, hope-ully in

a month, but not more than two months. The printout would list each student

(including student ID number), and the originally reported reading program

code for each student. Across the sheet opposite each students name there

would be a series of spaces, Each time the teacher changed the reading progra

for a particular student or group of students, he would simply write the new

program code number and the date in the nearest space. Spaces could be pro-

vided for up to 10 changes per student, for example, although it is doubtful

so many provisions are needed.

The final two spaces to the right of each students name would be for

entering withdrawal of the student from the class and date of withdrawal.

On the printout at the bottom would be lines for registering new

students entering the class during the year, ID number, and date of entry,

as well as initial and subsequent reading programs.

If optical scanning is used instead of key punching, the same general

principal can apply. In this case, however, there would probably be a sheet

provided for each student with the teacher marking change codes as appropria

Print-outs or optical scan sheets would be collected for each class earl

in May, or when the teacher leaves for a new assignment, or for other reasons.

If there is a change of teacher in a class, the new teacher should fill in a

'The last week in September is suggested, The teacher would at that time keep

in his possession a master form for future reference.
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new reading program code sheet for the students in the class.

With this system, a set of method descriptors could be provided at the

bottom of the printout sheet, or on an optical scan sheet. These could be

checked by the teacher as appropriate.

Overall, while this system would place an extra burden of record keeping

on teachers, it is a relatively small burden. It is largely a question of

writing down no more than twelve numbers (up to nine for a program and three

for a date) for a student or students occasionally if red be.

tt is recommended that the method be tried on a pilot basis during

the second year of system implementation. This will provide concrete

information on which teachers and others may wish to base a decision

about routine use or acceptance of the method. It will also provide an

indication of the approximate increase in time for a teacher if the

system were to be extended to other curricular areas.

Our present estimate is that recording a single change for a single

student should take about 30 seconds. On that basis recording a unique change

for each of 30 student once would take upwards of 15 minutes.

In any event, the pilot phase of evaluation system implementation

will itself provide useful data for determining the feasibility and

record-keeping requirements for defining reading programs and services.

While the procedure described here is not feasible for an initial pilot

phase, it should be considered as a future development when data are be-

ing collected.
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